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1984

CULTURE & COMICS
Despite the lack of many things we now take for
granted, the world of comics in 1984 was really
quite exciting

J

ust as 1984 was not the original title
of Orwell’s novel (it was
“The Last Man in Europe”), so
The Eurythmics’ music for the film of the
book was not the original soundtrack,
which caused a bit of a dispute with the
original composer. Sadly, the film was to
be the last for Richard Burton who died
in August.
Fortunately for all of us, 1984 did not
turn out to be an Orwellian nightmare,
although younger readers who read the
following paragraphs may wonder how
we survived.
In the real world, people were starting
to use mobile phones as well as their
landlines (younger readers: What’s a
landline?). The Apple Mac and the
Nintendo Game boy were about to
revolutionise business and leisure,
although it would be a few years before
most people had heard of the internet,
there were no websites (Tim BernersLee launched the first in November
1989), and we were years away from
streaming (What? How did you listen to
music? You couldn’t play Fortnite?). The
actor Ronald Reagan got elected for a
second term as U.S. President – Yes,
McFly was right; that really happened.
Other big films were around in 1984:
Ghostbusters had everyone singing,
Terminator was sued by Harlan Ellison

who thought it was rather close to his
Outer Limits story Soldier (it was), and
Nightmare on Elm Street launched the
career of Johnny Depp. Some interesting
people were born that year: Katy Perry,
Khloe Kardashian, Avril Lavigne, and
Scarlett Johansson. In politics, Kim Jongun was born as was Prince Harry who has
just signed a $75 million deal with Netflix
which, of course didn’t exist then (How
did yous guys watch movies and tv?). But
an even more important arrival on our

The first episode of
Halo Jones plunges
us right in the deep
end to a unfamiliar
world with
unfamiliar language
(as the TV series
The Wire would do
decades later).

planet was Mark Zuckerberg (Are you
trying to tell me there was no Facebook?
How did yous guys stay in touch?)
Despite the lack of many things we
now take for granted, the world of
comics in 1984 was really quite exciting.
Over at 2000AD, a request from Steve
MacManus to Alan Moore turned a
popular one-off Time Twister into a
short series: DR & Quinch. With the
return of Alan Davis to the art, this was
yet another strip to look forward to in the
Galaxy’s Greatest Comic.
And said Alan Moore was involved in
yet another great strip, regarded by some
as the best of the best. Ian Gibson asked
Alan to collaborate on a strip where the
lead character was female: this became
The Ballad of Halo Jones. Moore had
been very impressed, even inspired by
the Hernandez Bros Love & Rockets and
their unforgettable female characters.
The first episode of Halo Jones plunges us
right in the deep end to a unfamiliar
world with unfamiliar language (as the
TV series The Wire would do decades
later). Some readers seem to have found
this immersive technique a bit difficult to
follow, so the strip was a slow burner.
“A lot of readers just didn’t understand
what we were trying to do, which is
always the risk when doing something
new.”
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But the editorial team had faith in the
story and it continued for three series,
unfortunately cut off at that point before
Halo headed deeper into space. But that’s
a story for another time.
Meanwhile IPC management who
owned 2000AD at that point had no faith
in another proposal: a higher priced
(35p!!) Judge Dredd comic. A detailed
dummy had been produced, but the best
stories ended up recycled into 2000AD
itself as well as some specials and
annuals.
Then came July! “The mother of all
strikes.” No 2000AD for a whole month
until the strike was resolved.
On the plus side, at this time, Robin
Smith seems single-handedly to have
arranged for artists to be given their
physical artwork back. It now seems
obvious that that should be a matter of
course, but the practice for the previous
100 years had been either to put the
artwork in storage, use it to soak up
water from floors, keep doors ajar, or
simply dispose of in the bin. I kid you
not.
Back in the strips, with Halo Jones
proving it was possible to have a female
lead in a “boys” comic, Judge Anderson
was finally granted her own strip. So the
weekly line-up this year was of the
highest quality.
In the Underground Press,
Knockabout Comics seemed to get
unduly harassed by the Powers That Be
for publishing material they did not think
suitable for public consumption. The
Establishment still felt that the comics
medium was only fit for children. This
ignorance of the history of comics, where
children only became regular readers
after the influence of the 1870s Education
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Acts eventually created this new market
for the new century, is unforgivable. The
New York Times Bestseller adaptation of
Alien by Archie Goodwin and Walt
Simonson had been criticized on the
BBC’s Nationwide because its material
was more suited to older readers.
Ironically, the presenter was Frank
Bough who was eventually sacked by the
BBC due to charges of taking cocaine and
visiting brothels, which are definitely not
activities for younger folks.
Anyway, the police would seize the
likes of Knockabout’s publications for up
to three years (!) and if the defendant was
acquitted make no recompense for all
those lost sales. Thus it was that the likes
of Hunt Emerson, Suzy Varty, Brian
Bolland, Dave Gibbons, Bryan Talbot,
Alan Moore, and loads more creators
contributed work to the Knockabout
Trial Special. I’m glad to say that despite
all these years of harassment,
Knockabout has survived to the present
day and has an impressive catalogue of
work from some of the world’s greatest
creators.
No such problems in mainland Europe
where Metal Hurlant (Heavy Metal) had
been going strong for a decade at this
point, as had the huge comics festival in
Angoulême. Over in Italy, the even bigger
festival in Lucca had been growing and
growing since 1965. But the world’s
biggest festival was actually Comiket
(established 1975) in Japan. And that
leads us into the next innovation which
sneaked up on the English speaking
comics world in 1984.
In our bookstores that year was
Manga! Manga! The World of Japanese
Comics by Frederik L. Schodt. Gradually
it would become obligatory to drop into

One of the few
Mangas available in
1984 was I Saw It.
This was an English
language version
(with artwork
reversed so it could
be read left to right)
of the story of Keiji
Nakazawa.
conversation that you knew the works of
Osamu Tezuka and Keiji Nakazawa and
you could be ostracized if you didn’t
know the difference between Shonen
Club and Shojo Club. Little did we realise
that bookshops would one day devote
bookcase after bookcase to Manga and
thousands of people would go to
conventions dressed as their favourite
Manga characters.
One of the few Mangas available in
1984 was I Saw It. This was an English
language version (with artwork reversed
so it could be read left to right) of the
story of Keiji Nakazawa. Educomics of
San Francisco had added colour to make
it more appealing to readers used to
colourful American comics. Nakazawa
was only 6 in 1945 when he lost his whole
family on August 6th. By a fluke he
survived that atom bomb, but naturally
could not forget the sights he saw in the

aftermath. He created his comics to tell
the story from a Japanese point of view. It
is common now to see serious graphic
novels by the likes of Joe Sacco
discussing politics and history, but I Saw
It and his larger graphic novel Barefoot
Gen were revelations at the time.
Meanwhile in the USA, Marvel Comics
were getting involved in computer games
and toys. The three part Questprobe from
Adventure International was a tentative
step into the computing world with
graphics a world away from the just
released Avengers game. But it was toys
which would become very important in
Marvel’s history.
Marvel had had a success with a G. I.
Joe comic and so Hasbro asked them to
develop Tranformers into a comics
series. Not to be outdone, rival firm
Tomy Toys asked Marvel to produce The
Starriors. And then in May, Marvel
teamed up with Mattel to produce
Marvel Super Heroes Secret Wars. Who
could have guessed, with all these best
selling successes, Marvel would not only
be bankrupted a decade later, but that it
would be yet another toy company,
ToyBiz, who rescued them in 1998.
The Secret Wars comic was a huge
seller. Perhaps it will not appear so
readable nowadays. It was meant to be a
tie-in with all their other major comics,
but not every creator was enthusiastic
about the whole idea. One comic has the
major character disappear for one small
panel and then the regular story
continued as usual.
But a Marvel fan, Randy Scheuller had
submitted an idea for Spidey to have a
black costume. Mike Zeck designed it
and so it was that in Secret Wars and
Spidey’s own comic, the black costume

debuted.
Power Pack by Louise Simonson and
June Brigman (who says there are no
female comics creators?) became,
perhaps unexpectedly, one of Marvel’s
runaway successes. An Avengers branch
opened in the West Coast so that
Californians could share in Stan’s cultural
enlightenment. And Barry Windsor
Smith did a beautiful job on a re-launch
of Jack Kirby’s Machine Man. Speaking of
Jack Kirby…
Over at DC, Kenner had released a line
of toys called Super Powers with action
figures of Superman, Batman, and all the
usual suspects. To tie in with this, DC
released a five issue mini-series with
covers and plots by none other than Jack
Kirby – he even did the script and art on
#5. The villain was Darkseid, of course.
There were two sequels, so someone
must have bought it.
Due to the increasing number of comic
shops (my own, aka books & comics,
opened its doors on March 1st 1984) DC
were looking at whole lines of comics
designed especially for this direct market.
One of their formats was printed on
“Baxter” paper; this was an ultra-bright,
indeed garish, format, but it did prove
popular with collectors. The Teen Titans
was the most popular regular Baxter
book. However, as one of my friends
remarked, “Does it make the story any
better?” But better stories were just
around the corner for DC.
In 1984, Dick Giordano was promoted
to Vice President/Executive Editor, one
of the best moves they ever made.
Giordano had been at Charlton Comics
since 1952. In an attempt to appeal to
Marvel’s audience, he had been in charge
of their “Action Hero” line: Blue Beetle,

Captain Atom, Thunderbolt,
Peacemaker, and The Question. He also
had a very good relationship with some
new creators like Jim Aparo, Dennis
O’Neil, and Steve Skeates. Steve Ditko
had got on well with him at Charlton and
proposed to DC that he join the staff.
Then in 1983, DC purchased the rights
to these “Action Heroes”, but didn’t use
them right away.
Now, Swamp Thing had been sinking
beneath a swamp until Alan Moore
(remember him?) took over. With issue
#21, Moore changed the entire concept of
the character. Dave Gibbons was also
working at DC at this point on what he
thought would be a dream assignment:
Green Lantern.
So it came to pass that in 1984, Alan
Moore was asked to come up with a
proposal for the old Charlton characters.
Not long before Dave Gibbons was due to
fly to a Comicon in Chicago, Alan sent
Dave a copy of said proposal. Over in
Chicago on the second night at a DC
party, Dave got a chance to speak to Dick
Giordano about the proposal and said he
would very much like to draw it. “Okay,
Dave, it’s yours” was the brief response.
From this very tiny seed a giant oak
would grow: a book which has never
been out of print in 35 years.
“Who controls the past, controls the
future,” George Orwell stated in his
book. Characters from the past were
about to influence the world of comics
beyond all our imaginings. Excelsior, as
Stan would have said.
AUTHOR:
JOHN MCSHANE
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Albedo Anthropomorphics #2
Featuring Usagi Yojimbo

Amazing Spider Man 248 The Kid Who Collects Spider-Man

By Stan Sakai
Publisher: Thoughts and Images (USA)

By Roger Stern
Artist : Ron Frenz & Terry Austin
Publisher: Marvel Comics (USA)

By Akira Toriyama
Publisher: serialised in Shonen Jump
1984-1995, collected volumes
published by Shueisha (Japan)

Always talked about as one of the
best Spidey stories of all time - and
rightly so. The majority of the comic
is Spidey fighting Thunderball, but
the thing that sticks with you is
Spidey visiting his biggest fan and,
when asked by the kid, revealing who
he is in the bits in between the
fighting. It's sentimental but it's
wonderful - no, I’m not crying, I’ve
just got something in my eye.

11 years, 519 chapters, 42 volumes,
over 160 million copies sold in Japan,
250+ million in sales worldwide
(second only to One Piece) – Dragon
Ball is a monumental and epic Manga
series that’s spawned sequels,
adaptations, films, Anime, and
games. All starting here in Shonen
Jump issue #51 with Son Goku
questing to search for the seven orbs,
the Dragon Balls.

Featuring the first appearance of
Usagi Yojimbo by Stan Sakai, a
brilliant comic series that's still going
well into 2021. Usagi tells of the
adventures of a rabbit bodyguard, a
bunny Ronin, and is the longest
independent serialised comic book.
The record sale for this one, with a
CGC 9.8 copy, is an incredible
$31,000 in May 2019 (9.0 will set you
back $4,400).

Dragon Ball

It's sentimental but it's wonderful no, I’m not crying, I’ve just got something
in my eye.
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New Mutants - Issue 18
Demon Bear

Secret Wars

Strange Days

By Chris Claremont
and Bill Sienkiewicz
Publisher: Marvel Comics (USA)

By Jim Shooter
Artist: Mick Zeck and Bob Layton
Publisher: Marvel Comics (1984)

By Peter Milligan, Brett Ewins
and Brendan McCarthy.
Publisher: Eclipse Comics

Well, the New Mutants film in 2020
may not have set the world alight, but
the Demon Bear Saga beginning here
in New Mutants #18 is still hugely
important and influential for a
number of reasons, primarily the first
NM art from Bill Sienkiewicz, but also
the first appearances of Warlock and
Magus, and first appearance proper of
the Demon Bear. It began a short but
influential run by Claremont and
Sienkiewicz from issues 18-31 and 3538 that remains a highpoint of X-Men
history to this day.

Take almost every single Marvel
hero and a fair number of villains, get
a cosmic God-like being called the
Beyonder to teleport them to
Battleworld, and let them all have at
it. That was the idea behind Secret
Wars, devised by Shooter as a huge
event to get the attention of toy
makers, it was a massive financial
success and set off the whole ‘Event
Comics’ thing that has, for good and
ill, been the biggest driver of Marvel
and DC Comics since.

Three issues of genius and
madness, a hugely influential comic
seen by so few yet influencing so
many – the three issues and three
tales of Strange Days were a
particularly strange, brilliant,
amazing, example of just how
brilliantly, beautifully, bizarre Brit
comics could get. Freakwave, Johnny
Nemo, Paradax – three perfect shots
of inspired comics making from three
genius comic makers.
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04
Swamp Thing 20 & 21

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #1

By Alan Moore, covers by Tom Yeates,
colours by Tatjana Woods, letters by John Costanza.
Issue 20 - 'Loose Ends', art by Dan Day and John Totleben.
Issue 21 - 'The Anatomy Lesson', art by Stephen Bissette
& John Totleben.

By Kevin Eastman
and Peter Laird
Publisher: Mirage Studios (USA)

Alan Moore's first work for DC Comics. Issue 20 was a
clearing of the decks from all that had gone before. Issue
21 was nothing less than a complete reinvention of a
character and the staggering debut of Alan Moore on the
American stage.
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To anyone in the 80s this was the comics equivalent of
the first Superman or Batman, with the combination of a
ridiculously small initial print run and phenomenal
demand making it one of the most sought after comics of
the decade. In August 2019, a first print TMNT #1 (CGC
9.8) sold for $90,000. But beyond that, it was THE comic
to get simple because it was damn good fun and a hugely
important moment in comics history.

YOU HAVE TO OWN

02

01

Transformers #1 & Marvel UK Transformers #1

XIII

By Bill Mantlo, Ralph Macchio,
Pencils: Frank Springer
Inks: Kim Demulder. Cover: Bill Sienkiewicz.
Publisher: Marvel Comics (USA) & Marvel Comics UK (UK)

Created by Jean Van Hamme and William Vance
Serialised in Spirou and released in album form
by Darguad
Publisher: Darguad (France)

The first comic appearance for the incredible megafranchise that is the Transformers proved incredibly
popular in this comics version, immediately graduating
from the initial 4-issue series to a massive 80-issue run.
Successful, beloved by Transformers fans, and capable of
surprising depth at times - definitely more than meets the
eye! The Marvel UK Transformers comics started the
same year, initially with US reprints but generating some
brilliantly done original Transformers from 1985.

The amnesiac XIII washes ashore, badly wounded, and
sets off on a thrill ride to discover his identity in the first
of 19 volumes written by Van Hamme that thrilled readers
in their millions. The series regularly sold a half a million
copies of each album, becoming one of Europe's most
popular series, with over 16 million copies in print. It's
still a defining moment in BD, bringing thrills and action
in spades.

The series regularly sold a half a million
copies of each album, becoming one of
Europe's most popular series, with over 16
million copies in print.
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FAN PICS
COLIN MAXWELL
WITH SCREAM NO. 1

MICK MCMAHON
& BRYAN TALBOT
AT SEACON 1984
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COMIC
MUSEUM
Comic artefacts, memorabilia and fandom

T

he original Eagle launched in
1950 and lasted until 1969 and
while the revived version didn’t
shine quite as brightly as its illustrious
predecessor it still managed launched a
very respectable haul of just over 500
issues – from in 1982-1994.

Eagle went for it with a self-styled
‘super souvenir issue!’ (cover dated 18th
February 1984). Keeping with the 100
theme new Eagle ran a competition to
win one of a t-shirt (in a limited edition
of 100) or a pen (again, in a limited
edition of 100).

(unlike all the jigsaws, clothes and toys
that were produced to tie-in with the
original Eagle) but this is right up there
with the best of what was produced.

Along the way the new Eagle
managed to merge with a number of
established titles (Tiger, Battle, Scream,
Mask and Wildcat) however, this was all
in the future when, in February 1984,
new Eagle reached that issue 100
milestone. Given the longevity of some
of the boys titles that were around at the
time (Tiger – launched in 1954; Battle
in 1975; Roy of the Rovers in 1976;
2000AD in 1977) celebrating being not
quite 2 years old might seem a little odd
but the publicity machine is a hungry
beast and must be fed! Anyway, new

I’ve never even seen one of the pens
and, to be honest, all these years later I
don’t really rate my chances of too many
of those winners having kept their
cheap pen all these years. However, not
only have I seen one of the t-shirts I
even own it! I didn’t win it at the time,
and it’s certainly far too small for me to
squeeze into now, but when I spotted it
a few years ago I knew that it would be
some time before I had another chance
to acquire this rare piece of new Eagle
memorabilia. There really isn’t a lot of
new Eagle merchandise to collect

Further resources. The ‘Where eagles
dare’ podcast are at @sofageddon for
their reviews of the new Eagle several
issues at a time. They also have a
Facebook page called ‘Where eagles
dare podcast’ Eagle Times – the
quarterly journal of the Eagle society,
whilst focussing mainly on the original
Eagle, also features articles about the
new Eagle – they can be contacted via
https://eagle-times.blogspot.com/
I blog every day about British comics
here boysadventurecomics.blogspot.com/
I’m on Twitter @richardandsheaf.

AUTHOR:
RICHARD SHEAF
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SEACON
(WHICH WAS
ALSO EUROCON)
WAS IN THE
BRIGHTON
METROPOLE IN
APRIL ‘84
FEATURING
ALAN MOORE
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FAN PICS TOBY REEVE
WITH SCREAM ISSUE 1

MICK MCMAHON,
KEV O'NEILL & ALAN MOORE
AT SEACON 1984
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SCREAM

THE INSIDE STORY
By Barrie Tomlinson, Scream’s Group Editor

I

n 1984, I was group editor of the
Sport and Adventure Department
at IPC Magazines. As such, I was
in charge of such titles as Tiger, Roy of
the Rovers and the New Eagle. They
were very much parent buys. A new
comic was heading my way which would
probably not be a parent buy.
Scream was waiting for me!
My peaceful life producing my comics
was about to to be interrupted.
Normally, the editorial pages in my titles
caused no offence, produced no criticism
and usually received some praise. No
problems, no aggro and no surprises.
How everything was going to change…
and not for the better!
At a series of meetings with managing
editor Gil Page, he had told me he was
very keen on the company producing a
‘horror’ comic. He eventually got the
management to agree to produce such a
title and I was told it was to come from
my group.
Shortly after being given the news, I
was a bit surprised to receive a
management memo, related to the new
comic, which said the following:
“I saw xxxxx xxxxx this morning and
put the situation to him. He is very
enthusiastic. I have given him a general
brief as to how I see the product… I said
you would phone him tomorrow. His
brief is for him to produce - with you - a
finished dummy in approximately eight

weeks…he can start here on a casual basis
from Monday next. Hopefully, we shall
have some space for him on the 23rd
floor and we’ll take it on a day-to-day
basis.”
The contents of that memo caused me
some concern. Xxxxx xxxxx was a former
employee, whose name I have kept
confidential. I had no doubt about his
abilities but I just don’t operate that way!
I create dummies. I don’t have people
create them for me!
I made it clear that was not a good idea
and I wanted to put the new comic
together myself and produce it as I did
other titles in my group. Eventually,
after much discussion, I got what I
requested. The new title was going to be
produced in the way I wanted.
My joy was short lived.
I did some story ideas myself and asked
authors for their own ideas and gradually
I built up a story content I thought would
be successful. I listed lots of possible
titles for the comic but eventually came
up with SCREAM and two regular cover
lines which were NOT FOR THE
NERVOUS! and JUST WHEN YOU
THOUGHT IT WAS SAFE TO SLEEP
IN THE DARK! I thought such lines
would clearly tell parents and readers
what the new comic was all about.
I’d received very good reports about
the work of the sub editor on Eagle, Ian
Rimmer, so I invited him to be the editor

of Scream, with Simon Furman as sub
editor.
Many, many hours later, the first issue
was nearing completion. For issue one
we had a cover which featured Dracula
and the free Dracula fangs given away
with the first issue. I was pleased with
the fangs, which although they were a
‘stock’ free gift, they were just right for
Scream.
On page two we introduced editor
Ghastly McNasty. Scream’s fictional
editor was a hooded figure who would
present the contents of each issue. We
offered a big cash prize (£50) if any
reader could guess what his hidden face
looked like. I felt sure our money was
safe!
We showed a drawing of King’s Reach
Tower, the place where Scream and a
host of other comics were produced. The
building was 29 floors high but we
revealed that the Scream offices were 29
floors beneath King’s Reach Tower. In
the depths!
Dracula Spectacular invited readers to
send in photographs of someone they
would liked turned into a hideous
creature. For the reader whose idea was
used there would be a prize of Dracula
Spectacular make-up and disguise set
from Pic Toys.
Another feature was Who Would You
Condemn to the London Dungeon?
Readers were invited to send in
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photograph of someone they would like
to be put in the London Dungeon. If an
idea was used, the sender would win £5
and get free membership of The London
Dungeon Kids Klub.
This is the issue one story line-up:
The Dracula File. This was my first
story idea for the new title. I felt that
Dracula had to be part of things. Gerry
Finley-Day was the writer, with Eric
Bradbury doing the artwork. Eric’s dark,
brooding style was excellent for this
story!
Monster. What was the terrifying
secret of the locked room? Readers
would soon find out! The first instalment
was scripted by Alan Moore, which was a
scoop for Scream!
The Thirteenth Floor. Starring Max
the computer who had terrifying ways of
looking after all the tenants of his tower
block. Script by Ian Holland ( John
Wagner and Alan Grant), art by Ortiz.
Tales from the Grave. The title speaks
for itself! Script by Tom Tully, art by
Jim Watson.
A Ghastly Tale. One page. A story to
make you shiver. Art by Mike Western.
Fiends and Neighbours. This was a
reprint of a story that had appeared in
one of the humour titles. I was told to
include it to bring some light relief to the
issue. I wasn’t madly keen on the idea
but it meant I had two pages less to
worry about!
The Library of Death: At Death’s Door.
A complete story, which I wrote myself,
with art by Cam Kennedy.
Terror of the Cats. When cats turn into
killers. Script by John Agee, art by
Gonzalez.
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Feeling quite
confident, I took
the first issue to
managing editor
Gil Page. He looked
through it and
declared that he was
happy with the
contents. We then
took the issue to a
senior management
figure I had not dealt
with before...
The issue was completed by a full page
poster of Ghastly McNasty himself!
That was issue one. I felt we had put
together a good first issue, carefully
balancing the contents so it couldn’t be
described as a horror comic. I felt a
major publishing house had to produce a
title which didn’t go too far.
Feeling quite confident, I took the first
issue to managing editor Gil Page. He
looked through it and declared that he
was happy with the contents. We then
took the issue to a senior management
figure I had not dealt with before. I

usually took stuff to the editorial director
but this time I was told to change the
system. Gil and myself sat there totally
amazed as the issue was ripped to pieces
(Not literally, of course!).
The story Terror of the Cats was
particularly picked upon. I was told that
it had to go immediately. We already had
a few instalments in the pipeline, so I was
told to wrap up the story at the earliest
possible time.
Okay, okay!
Masses of alterations were demanded
on most of the stories. We hardly knew
where to start. Tails between our legs,
we left the office and told Ian Rimmer
and Simon Furman what had happened.
For a few moments we all stood looking
at each other, trying to work out how we
could salvage the first issue.
One thing was for sure, issue one
wouldn’t be going to the printer on time!
We eventually got that first issue to the
printer and turned our attention to issue
two. I tried to treble check the issue to
make sure we didn’t have the same
problem again. I need not have bothered.
We did have the same problem…only
more so!
Issue two was once again bashed very
heavily when we took it for approval. Gil
Page and myself sat there totally
astounded by what was happening. This
time there was some extra stuff. Gil and
myself were told: “You two need to get
your act together and stop competing
with each other!”
We left the executive’s office and
looked at each other. There had been no
competing. We felt we had got our act
together. Scream was turning out to be

a horror comic in a way we had never
imagined!
Here’s a quote from Gil Page about
Scream:
“Scream suffered from an overdose of
censorship by an ultra sensitive
management. Editorially, we had to
operate with one arm behind our backs
and if they’d trusted our judgement and
expertise more, the title could have been
so much better.”
(That quote is from Eagle Flies Again.
Thanks to Ian Wheeler, editor).
We carried on with subsequent issues.
Trying to fit the pattern that was being
asked for and still being told we had got
so many things wrong. I had edited lots
of comics and never before had I had any
problems with my judgement. On the
contrary, I had always been praised for
my work.
That wasn’t the case with Scream!
Each issue got later and later going to
the printer. I had always been proud of
the fact that my comics were never late.
My record had lasted a long while but I
don’t think Scream ever went to the
printer on time.
Anyway, we staggered on trying to
produce issues the management would
like. We failed and issue 15 was the final
edition, although we didn’t know that at
the time.
The lineup for that final issue was:
The Dracula File - Still going strong.
Monster - Still shocking us.
The Thirteen Floor - Max was still in
control.
Tales from the Grave - Doctor Death
part two.

Library of Death - Out of the Fog.

no great problems about content.

Blood Track - Two page complete.

Here’s another quote from managing
editor Gil Page about the Scream
situation:

Dracula starred on the front cover,
with the cover line: CREEPY STORIES
TO CHILL YOUR BLOOD! The cover
still carried the warning: NOT FOR THE
NERVOUS!
The story Terror of the Cats had
disappeared very early on. We did an
in-house wrap up to close it as soon as
possible and end the massive
management criticism.
Just why did Scream only last 15
issues? I was the group editor and I don’t
know the full story. I think it was
probably a combination of a number of
things: The company was very nervous of
producing such a comic. It was launched
at a time when comic sales were suffering
big circulation drops. The sales figures
were maybe not as good as they could
have been. The infamous industrial
action which removed comics from the
bookstalls for a number of weeks
certainly didn’t help a new launch.
When the strike was over, Scream and
five other titles disappeared from the
newsagents.
Eventually I was told that Scream was
going to merge with Eagle, another of my
titles. Based on reader reaction, I decided
that two stories would go forward into
the merged issue: Monster and The
Thirteenth Floor. The latter became a
big hit in Eagle and Max the computer
not only continued to run his tower
block, he even became editor of Eagle!
There was quite a lot of material
around after the sudden Scream exit and
I was able to use a lot of it in a series of
Scream Summer Specials, which I was
able to edit in a calm, peaceful way, with

“Scream was good and I was certainly
responsible for pushing for a ‘horror’ title
to be launched. But the whole thing was
a can of worms. Big IPC was so
frightened of it, we used to have a
censorship meeting to examine each
page before it was sent to press!”
(Taken from Comic Archive “It’s
Ghastly” Hibernia. Thanks to Editor
David McDonald)
I felt sorry for Ian Rimmer and Simon
Furman who had come aboard the title
only to face situations which were worse
than anything I had faced before. Maybe
it was a good experience for them, as
after their Scream experience they went
on to find a lot of editorial success.
Looking back, what do I think of the
Scream situation? The first thing I have
to say is that I’m sure we produced
something that was really good. It’s nice
to know that so many people still
remember Scream and there are places
online where you can still read about the
title. Lots of the Scream material has
been reprinted in various forms and that
in itself is a tribute to the writers, artists,
letterers and editorial staff who worked
on the title. I was lucky to have really
good contributors working on Scream.
It’s great that their work is still
remembered today.
How would I sum up working on
Scream? It was most definitely not for
the nervous!
AUTHOR:
BARRIE TOMLINSON
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THE
HALO JONES

INTERVIEW
The Ian Gibson Halo Jones 1984 Interview
with Steve Bull

S

B Let’s go back to the beginning
Ian. It’s 1984 and you’re an
established 2000ad creator. How
were you approached to co-create one of
the greatest characters to appear in the
Prog?
IG. I wasn’t.
I’d been pestering Steve, the editor, to
do a girl’s story as I was irritated by the
way women were represented in the
stories. Mostly they were just men with
tits. So I asked him if they could get
permission to do Bobby Heinlein’s
‘Friday’ and gave Steve a copy to read.
But they came back with a definite ‘No!’
Then, one evening after signing party, in
London Steve said to me: ‘You’ve just
done a long stint on Dredd and
Robohunter. Is there anything you’d like
to do?’ And, as I’d seen Jim and Alan’s
work on Skizz, I said I’d like to do a girl’s
story with Alan. So Steve introduced us. I
told Alan that that I wanted a ‘realistic’
story without ‘thought bubbles’ or panel
explanations. Let the reader figure out
what is going on from the action. As I’ve
often said: I never see a street sign with a
message “Ian is in for a big surprise!” So
let’s keep it real. Alan said fine and went
away. Six months later he came back,
enthusiastic saying ‘We have a winner!!
Girls, rockets and monsters!’ So I went to
visit him and sat on his lounge carpet

being supplied with spliffs and designed
Halo right there. So you could say ‘Halo
was born on his livingroom carpet.’

IG. I think it was just the editorial way
of making sure I could draw ladies. An
‘audition’ if you like.

SB. I remember you also drawing a two
part strip in 2000ad shortly before Halo
appeared titled The Amazing Maze
Dumoir. Maze was another strong female
lead, this time written by Alan Hebdon.
Do you think Maze had any bearing on
you getting the Halo gig? Was she your
audition?

SB. How was the collaboration with
Alan Moore. Did you have conversations
around the characters and events in the
script or were you presented with the
usual highly ‘Moore’ detailed descriptions
to work your magic?

Alan’s first ideas where
for Halo to find some
abandoned space
craft on an asteroid
or some such.
Mystery story style.
I asked Alan what her
raison d’etre was and
he said ‘escape

IG. Alan’s first ideas where for Halo to
find some abandoned space craft on an
asteroid or some such. Mystery story
style. I asked Alan what her raison d’etre
was and he said ‘escape’. So I told him
that we needed to know what she was
escaping from! I told him that the best
way to get to know a world was to go
shopping in it. I said ‘Imagine that there’s
a hostage situation in Tesco, the local
store has burned down and Terrorists are
swarming all over Sainsburys. You need to
treat your shopping expedition as a
military operation.’
He decided that we’d base them on
something called the Hoop off the coast
of Manhattan, being powered by the city.
But I had to point out that it was an ideal
wave power generator inhabited by a
slave maintenance crew. They would be
supplying power to Manhattan, not the
other way round. I also pointed out that it
would need to ‘flex’ to allow for large
ocean waves otherwise it would just
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break up. So I sent him some designs of
how it would look.
As to Alan’s infamous ‘detailed
descriptions’ - I mostly ignored them. I
considered them mood setters and not
much more. For example in book 3 when
Halo is told they’re off to War zone 1,
Alan wanted Halo to drop something
precious to her and have a horrified
expression. So I just drew her from the
knees down and she’s dropping a picture
of Rodice as a final break with her past.
But I must confess to having dropped
the ball myself in book 2. The editors had
told us that we could only do a second
book if it contained some violence ( as if
there wasn’t enough inherent violence in
book 1??!! ). This totally pissed me off
and my heart just wasn’t in the story any
more, and it shows in the art as well as in
the fact that I didn’t pull Alan up on all
the dreadful plot holes in the story.
Friggin furnace on a space ship!!??!!
SB. Can you describe the origins of the
look of Halo? Anyone familiar with your
work will know that beautiful ladies are
something of a constant theme but was
there anyone you based her look on either
famous or not?
IG. I just made her up.
SB. Were any other characters looks
inspired by people either in the public eye
or in your life?
IG. Not from my part. But my long time
friend, Janet ( sadly not with us any more
) was sure that Alan based the professor,
Dr Brunhaur ( or howerever you spell it )
on her cousin Jan Harold Brunvand who
wrote the Vanishing Hitchhiker, which
was about urban myths. She even said
that my rendition looked a lot like him!!
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opinion on his work?

The deadlines were
tight. So I was
producing five or six
pages a week. For
book 3 I demanded
from the editors that
I be allowed to work
larger as I find it
easier to work faster
on a larger scale

IG. I think we’d done a couple of odd
stories - future shocks I think they were
called. I’d liked Skizz, but I think a lot of
that was down to Jim’s excellent artwork.
SB. How did the artist/writer
relationship develop/change over the 3
books? Did it become more collaborative?
Did Alan leave you to do your thing with
the art?
IG. Well, as I said, I’d had to guide Alan
into Book 1 to give the story meaning. In
book 2 I just wasn’t paying attention and
let his blunders through the net. So, when
it came to book 3 I decided to try to make
up for my slipshod work in no 2 and put a
lot more effort into the art.
SB. It’s commonly understood that Alan
had planned for there to be 9 books. Can
you enlighten us on any of those original
conversations with Alan beyond book 3?

SB. I’m interested in your process for a
page of art at the time. Can you take us
through this and the amount of time it
took to produce an average page (not that
any of those pages are average)?

IG. Right from the start, there on Alan’s
living room carpet, Alan was talking
about how the story would end - out at
the arse end of nowhere. We talked about
if she would have children etc. But
nothing really concrete.

IG. The deadlines were tight. So I was
producing five or six pages a week. For
book 3 I demanded from the editors that I
be allowed to work larger as I find it easier
to work faster on a larger scale.

SB. Do you have any thoughts on the
recently released colourised version of
Halo? Where you approached to do the
job?

IG. Nope. This was my baby. I wanted it
to be something special.

IG. Nope. I don’t think Rebellion like
me very much, as displayed by the shit
awful cover they did for one of the
‘collections’. They didn’t offer me the
chance to do that cover and they didn’t
even tell me that a ‘colourised’ version
was in the works.

SB. Had you worked with Alan at any
time previously or if not were you aware
of him as a writer and did you have any

SB. Halo obviously transcended comics
into popular culture with Songs (Hanging
out with Halo Jones by Transvision Vamp

SB. What were your thoughts on
reading the script for book one? Was it
clear that this was something special or
did it just feel like another job?
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and Stage shows etc. What was your
favourite part of that and did you as the
artist find yourself with an amount of
celebrity that you didn’t have before?
IG. I think my favourite part was
meeting the little blonde girl from
Transvision Vamp, Wendy James, I think
her name was. I was feeling a bit down as
I’d just got divorced and given my ex a
new house and a new car and still had to
pay alimony. And Wendy’s response was:
‘She can take all your money. But she
can’t take your talent!’ Which was a very
mature attitude for someone so young.
Pity she couldn’t sing! ;)
SB. Luis Cannibal has a pretty striking
look. How did you come up with that?
IG.Alan asked for tusks. But I figured
that he needed more. Something to give
him distinction, maybe distended
earlobes like a bodhisattva. So I set about
hanging stuff in his ears, something that
has become something of a trend
nowadays!
While I was sketching away, my wife
Jacqui passed behind me and commented
that the rocks I’d stuffed in his ears
looked like snake heads. Boom!! Thanks,
Jax! So I go looking for reference of the
most poisonous snakes on the planet and
hang living ones in his ears and around

I thought the girl who
played Halo was too
loud and brash,
whereas the girl who
played Ludy would
have been my choice
of lead. The chap
who played Toby
wasn’t too bad.

Alan Moore won’t be continuing his
scripting beyond the released books. Can
you give us some spoilers on the journey
Halo would be taking beyond book 3?

his neck. That's more like it! Now you
hardly notice the tusks!!

IG. Well, Halo gets tried for murder.
There is security footage of her messing
with Cannibal’s spigot ( no innuendo
intended! ). She is also found guilty of
theft and desertion. Happily for Halo she
is tried in absentia.

SB. Did you ever get to see the Halo
Jones Stage show? If so what did you
think?

Cannibal is still alive - he set up Halo
for the supposed murder, hence the
handy security film of her ‘crime’.

IG. Alan and I went to the ‘In the Red’
company’s version of the stage play.
Personally I thought the girl who played
Halo was too loud and brash, whereas the
girl who played Ludy would have been
my choice of lead. The chap who played
Toby wasn’t too bad.

Swifty Frisco is the propaganda
mouthpiece for the Lux Roth Chop
empire as they bring ‘peace and stability’
to the primitive worlds.

SB. Halo was incredibly successful,
Why do you think it was so heralded and
is still so relevant to this day and it’s new
readership?
IG. Like I told Alan at the start - let’s
make it real. I guess that worked.
SB. Finally, You’ve let it be known
that you have developed your own
ideas for future books of
Halo Jones. Now it’s clear

The Dolphins aren’t happy.
SB. So what would the end look like?
IG. If it ever did get to the end of the
nine book scenario, where Alan’s idea was
that Halo just gets into her ship and flies
off into the maelstrom at the end of the
universe, or whatever. I was imagining a
time/reality warp where ........ ;)
AUTHOR:
STEVE BULL
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TRANSFORMERS
ENHANCED
For any boy growing up in the mid-eighties, there was
one abiding toy craze which surpassed all others.

P

erhaps you didn’t care about
Care Bears? Maybe you didn’t
know He-Man from Adam?
Perhaps you wouldn’t have recognised a
Zoid if it had walked up and bit you? It
didn’t matter. Everyone knew the ‘robots
in disguise’: they were everywhere. The
toys: essentially a range of robots from
Hasbro which could be changed into
something else, usually a vehicle, for
example, a car, lorry, motorbike or boat,
were hugely popular. Every playground in
the country was full of children swapping
stickers in the hope of one day completing
their own Panini sticker album while kids
at home waged war with which ever
versions of the toys they could get their
hands on, for example, staging their own
battles between Bumblebee versus
Starscream or later between Ultra Magnus
and Scourge.
They were the Transformers. And there
was nothing else quite like them. Except
for the Gobots. A comic version was only
a matter of time.
Prime movers
An American comic appeared quickly.
Marvel UK launched their own version in
September 1984. It was priced 25p and
initially was released fortnightly. The idea
was to switch between simply presenting
the American stories to British readers in
a UK-friendly format and producing
actual brand-new British Transformers
stories, which would hopefully fit
comfortably within the overall story arc.
In practice, the main Transformers story
would be of British-origin often, usually
being of UK-origin around 60% of the
time. The US stories were often written by

Bob Budiansky, the brainbox who had
originally dreamed up the names of
around 250 of the Transformers
characters.
The British Transformers would often
be written by Simon Furman. Starting
with the first episode of The Enemy
Within in issue 13, Simon would write for
over 200 of its 332 issues. Having
previously written for the short-lived
horror comic, Scream! Furman also wrote
for the likes of Thundercats, Zoids and
2000AD at this time, ultimately taking
over as the main writer of the US comic.
Regular artists on the British comic,
meanwhile included Jeff Anderson, Barry
Kitson, Dan Reed, Geoff Senior, Will
Simpson, Robin Smith, Lee Sullivan and
Andrew Wildman.
The premise was simple enough. The
Transformers were a race of robots from
the planet Cybertron who had been
awoken after a spaceship apparently
carrying all the characters worth
mentioning crashed into a dormant
volcano on our own planet some four
million years ago. Unfortunately, the
robots, who had the ability to ‘transform,’
theoretically enabling them to blend into
their surroundings, were divided into two
warring factions, the generally benevolent
Autobots led by Optimus Prime (who
could turn into a truck) and the evil
Decepticons, led by Megatron (who could
change into a gun, seemingly of variable
size). Having awoken in what was now the
20th century United States, the robots,
who were all a lot bigger than the average
human resumed their struggle on Earth.
As a rule, the Autobots were usually quite
careful not to kill Earth’s indigenous

population in the process. The
Decepticons, being bastards, generally
didn’t worry about that so much.
Despite the famous ‘robots in disguise’
slogan, surprisingly little was made of the
‘disguise’ potential of the Transformers.
Jazz might turn into a car or Skywarp into
a plane but usually it was just to help them
get around quickly, rather to actually fool
anyone.
Robot wars
The title took a little while to find its
feet. A tedious section from the US comics
in which the robots all introduced
themselves in the third person (“Hound
would just as soon be sniffing around the
Grand Canyon or Big Sur as he would a
secret Decepticon base,” and “I,
Starscream, will continue to accumulate
Autobot body counts…”) was cut from
issue 2 of the Marvel UK version.
Surprisingly, Spider-Man, then in his nifty
black suit costume era, dropped in for a
cameo appearance in issue 5.
Having been working on Doctor Who
Monthly, Steve Parkhouse and John John
Ridgway were tasked with producing the
first UK story, ‘Man Of Iron,’ which
started in issue 10, despite being given
only a vague idea of the premise for the
franchise, who anyone was or what exactly
had already happened. They got around
this, to some extent by setting the story
about a child ‘abducted’ by the Autobot,
Jazz entirely in the UK, thus hopefully
avoiding any continuity clashes with the
main story set in the USA. This resulted in
a story with a slightly different tone to
most other tales in the saga, but which was
nevertheless well received and which is
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now fondly remembered.
Writers and artists were given some
inspiration as well as fresh challenges by
the occasional introduction of new ranges
of toys such as the Dinobots, who first
appeared in the story Repeat Performance
in issue 26. By this point, with the toys
really taking off, the comic by then at its
first anniversary point became a full
colour weekly. From that point on, it took
on a more consistent tone with a regular
lead strip, a back-up strip, (often a reprint
of another Marvel title), the letters’ page
and a cartoon or two. It was the beginning
of a golden age.
Back to the future
Deception Dam Busters. Dinobot Hunt.
Robot Buster. Simon Furman alone
oversaw numerous classic stories during
the first hundred issues, Bud Budiansky
rivalling him with the likes of Prime Time,
Plight of the Bumblebee and I, Robot
Master. The best stories often exploited
the nuances of different characters’
personalities which went beyond the
seemingly simple ‘Autobots
good/Decepticons’ bad set-up.
Starscream, for example, was fatally
overambitious and prone to jealousy while
the Dinobot leader, Grimlock could be
thuggish and dim-witted.
Stories were often boosted by the
introduction of external characters (for
whom no toy version was available) such
as Josie Beller, an oil platform designer
who became the villainous recurring
character, Circuit Breaker in a memorable
Bob Budiansky-scripted story. After being
paralysed during a Decepticon attack on
one of her oil rigs, Beller rebuilt herself in
a revealing high-tech computerised suit
which enabled her to both move and fight.
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Unable to distinguish between Autobots
or Decepticons and blinded by hatred of
both, Circuit Breaker effectively declared
war on both sides in the Transformers’
war.
A definite high point for Furman’s
scriptwriting came with his timetravelling epic, Target: 2006. This
introduced a range of new characters such
as Autobots Ultra Magnus and Rodimus
Prime and Megatron’s future self,
Galvatron (not to be confused with the
heartburn relief medicine, Gaviscon). The
story tied up nicely with the near
simultaneous release of that year’s big
screen animated release, Transformers:
The Movie featuring the vocal talents of a
diverse cast which included Monty
Python’s Eric Idle, Star Trek’s Leonard
Nimoy and, in one of his final roles, Orson
Welles as the physically massive God-like
creator of worlds, Unicron.
Anyone waiting to see an actual live
action version of the Transformers’
adventures would have to wait a while
longer, not to 2006, in fact, but 2007. The
technology was not yet ready at that
point. Nor were the cast: Shia LaBeouf
and Megan Fox, who were both to star in
the film were both born otherwise
engaged in 1986. They were too busy
being born.
Head start
It was also Simon Furman, who along
with artist and frequent collaborator Geoff
Senior who created the popular and
enduring merciless robotic bounty hunter
character, Death’s Head, as a “throwaway”
hitman character needed in the
Transformers storyline in the tale,
‘Galvatron -Wanted Dead or Alive!” the
character’s interest is piqued after

Rodimus Prime unwisely puts a price on
the 21st century Decepticon leader’s head.
Death’s Head’s unusual speaking style
(“I’m back, yes?”) his irritation at being
referred to as a ‘bounty hunter’ (“Don’t
like that term, understand? Freelance
peace-keeping agent, yes?”) and his total
lack of interest in any motive other than
profit, made him an instant success.
That was in 1987: Death’s Head’s
adventures continue to this day.
More than meets the eye…
One of the best things about the Marvel
UK version of Transformers was the
constant supply of bonus material which
was included in addition to the main strip.
It’s true, the comic’s back-up strips were
usually reprints and could be of variable
quality. Some, such as Machine Man,
Hercules, Iron Man of 2020 and Rocket
Raccoon were generally decent and
effectively introduced readers to
characters they might not have seen
before and in some cases, would later see
on screen (much later) in The Avengers
film series. Others, such as Robotix and
the never finished Inhumanoids were
perhaps better forgotten and generally,
mostly have been.
More dependable were the comic’s
cartoons: Matt and the Cat was a bizarre
fantasy serial about a boy and a cat called
Humph, produced by Mike Kazybrid, who
had originally created the characters for a
strip in the Bradford Telegraph & Argus
and The Manchester Evening News.
Kazybrid also produced another early
strip, Chromobots.
Then, there was Lew Stringer’s RoboCapers, an android-themed cartoon strip,
initially only three panels long but later
expanded. These often ventured into the

Transformers universe – several
instalments featured Transformers who
had failed to make the grade (such as
‘Busby’ and ‘Lamphead’) - while other
memorable episodes included a series,
‘Forgotten Robots of History’ and a
recurring storyline about an alien king
and his hapless inventor’s endless
attempts to conquer the Earth using
different types of robots which they had
created.
“I submitted Robo-Capers to Sheila
Cranna (Transformers' first editor)
because I'd enjoyed contributing my
Captain Wally and Snailman strips to
Spider-Man Comic when she was editing
it.,” Lew recalls now. “The strip had a nice
long run and gave me lots of scope to do
complete gags or short story arcs with its
main villain, King No-Nose.”
Robo-Capers ended when it was
replaced by Stringer’s own Codename:
Combat Colin when that transferred from
Action Force when the war-themed comic
merged into Transformers in issue 152.
Lew recalls it fondly: “Combat Colin
remains my favourite strip of my career
because I was allowed to develop it from
initially being a half-page gag strip into a
comedy-adventure series pitting Colin
against bizarre villains and aliens where
anything could happen.” The strip proved
popular and the adventures of the
hopeless homegrown wannabe Rambo
and his sidekick, Semi-Automatic Steve
endured long after every other element of
Action Force had vanished from the
comic.
It should also be mentioned
Transformers also appeared in a series of
seven annuals between 1985 and 1991, a
slightly odd ‘Generation 2’ annual

appearing after the comic had ended in
1995.
The letters’ page was also always good
fun being run by a succession of
Transformers characters. First, there was
the Decepticon, Soundwave
(‘Soundwaves’), who referred to readers
contemptuously as ‘carbon-based units’
and spat (‘put-ttuup!’) every time any
Autobot’s name was mentioned. Then
came ‘Grim Grams’ ran by the Dinobot
slow-witted leader Grimlock. Grim Grams
often addressed important issues of
continuity, such as why the TV cartoon
series’ version of events so often differed
dramatically from that presented in the
comic. It was eventually replaced by
‘Dread Tidings’ (ran by Decepticon,
Dreadwind – less good) and finally ‘Darn
and Blast’ (ran by Blaster, worse still).
But most people had stopped reading
by then.
The end?
All good things must come to an end.
As the years rolled by, a hell of a lot of
crazy things had happened. Optimus
Prime had been dramatically killed off
before being brought back in rebooted
form, around 18 months later, after his
personality was copied onto a floppy disc.
Richard Branson himself had made a
bizarre appearance in one issue.
Transformers and Action Force had
merged in 1987, Action Force effectively
becoming a new semi-permanent back-up
strip to the main story, occasionally being
replaced by the Visionaries (based around
another toy franchise). But they were an
odd fit. Action Force entirely lacked the
sci-fi component which had until then
been an essential feature of all stories in
the comic. The time travel jiggery pokery

of the Transformers had also exhausted
some readers with one story set in the
distant future in the 1989 Transformers
annual suggesting the war was destined to
be never-ending anyway. Sales began to
drop, and the comic was increasingly
made up of black and white or reprinted
material, eventually becoming fortnightly
again.
By 1992, most of the little boys who had
played with Transformers when they were
eight were teenagers and were no longer
doing so. Their younger brothers, if they
had them, were most likely playing with
Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles. There was
a recession on, British comics were
enduring a sticky patch and the
Transformers’ 21st century revival was
still a long way in the future. Clearly, the
writing was on the wall. In January 1992,
Transformers comic ended after 332
issues.
For such a comic to last for over seven
years is a huge achievement, reflecting the
huge success of the franchise. But there is
more to it than that. Transformers
endured because there really was more to
it than met the eye. It was more than just
the extended toy advert it could so easily
have been. It had transformed into a
decent comic in its own right.
Chris Hallam is a freelance magazine
writer and wrote the Transformers
annual 2015.
AUTHOR:
CHRIS HALLAM
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THE ROOTS OF
ALAN MOORE
Sex and Horror in the Swamp

A

s interview openers go it’s
delivered with a mix of relief
and not a little incredulity…
‘Let me start off by saying, despite
knowing virtually nothing about you,
everything is clicking to make Swamp
Thing an interesting book…’
Admittedly, people had been taken by
surprise. Comics writer Alan Moore may
have been one of the hottest industry
properties back in his UK homeland, yet
for the vast majority of a mainstream
American readership it remained a case of
‘Alan…who?’ Industry insiders however
had noted events ‘over the pond’ for a
while now, and UK artists such as Brian
Bolland and Dave Gibbons had already
taken steps into the milieu that had
bewitched them since childhood. With
work in 2000AD, Warrior and a revitalised
Captain Britain for Marvel UK, Moore had
UK Eagle Awards aplenty protruding out
of every orifice. Certainly DC Comics
editor Len Wein was impressed enough to
pick up the phone and, in what was in all
probability an unusual occurrence, find
himself making a call through to
Northampton, England.
Are we living in a land…where sex
and horror…are the new gods?
Wein and artist Bernie Wrightson had
been the original talents behind the
creation of Swamp Thing, a horror strip
debuting in DC’s House Of Secrets #92 in
July 1971. Following the historical
backdrop of the debut, both men then
reworked the basic concept into a
contemporary setting for the late ‘72
launch of the characters own ongoing
series. Alec Holland, a scientist working in
his lab on a ‘bio-restorative formula’ to
help solve world famine, gets caught in a
saboteurs explosion and hurled out into
the nearby swamp. With the murky waters
now infected by the formula he’s
transformed into a hideous swamp

creature, stripped of his own humanity.
Thus begins the long quest to not only find
a means to regain that humanity but also
the people who murdered his wife.
Writer and artist both picked up
deserved accolades and awards for their
run on the title, during which characters
such as arch-nemesis Anton Arcane, his
niece Abigail and her future husband Matt
Cable are all established. Such was the
indelible mark both men made that, once
gone (Wein remained on board for the first
thirteen issues, Wrightson for ten) there’s a
clear drop in quality. The book was
eventually cancelled in 1976.
Movie rights to the character were
optioned in 1979 resulting in a 1982 Wes
Craven-directed film. If quickly forgotten
by many, DC cashed in on the publicity
and revived the character for a second
ongoing series. Now entitled ‘Saga of the
Swamp Thing ’ Wein was installed as
editor, overseeing the work of writer
Martin Pasko and artist Tom Yeates.
Picking up where things left off, Swamp
Thing continues to wander the globe
seeking a return to humanity. Increasingly
bizarre storylines (supporting characters
Abby and Matt were now married, with
Matt suddenly bestowed with psychic
powers) included elements of mysticism as
well as the sinister Sunderland
Corporation, hunting down Swamp Thing
and his friends. Creator names that would
become familiar to many were already in
place; colourist Tatjana Wood had worked
at DC since the late 1960’s and already had
years of experience through uncredited
contributions to the work of husband and
comic-book legend Wally, while letterer
John Costanza had enjoyed an awardwinning career for both Marvel and DC
stretching back twenty years.
The team were soon joined by new
blood. Penciller Steve Bissette was an early
graduate of the Kubert School with work

published in Heavy Metal and Epic
Illustrated. A keen film buff, he’d had his
early interest in comics rekindled by an art
teacher giving him a copy of underground
comic Zap. Fascinated by depicting
monsters from an early age, he mixed an
underground sensibility with a strong
desire to fulfil what he saw as the huge
untapped potential of horror comics.
Fellow Kubert School art student John
Totleben had his first published work
appear in Heavy Metal in 1979. Already a
huge fan of the Swamp Thing character
(being the first to introduce Bissette to the
book) he’d even had an opportunity to ink
an early issue, giving Yeates a much needed
break. Yeates knew both men well and let
it be known he was looking to quit,
suggesting they get together on the title.
Samples were duly drawn up and sent off
to editor Wein, and both found themselves
on board from #16, dated August 1983.
With Totleben’s heavy inks and detailed
rendering complimenting Bissette’s strong
horror instinct, a new look was quickly
established; a heady mix of the sedative
and the unsettling, a creepy yet often
beautiful, cartoony ‘underground’ style
that’s uncompromisingly their own.
Interestingly, their work ran foul of some
DC censorship early on, with someone at
the office finding the depiction of a
monster’s eyes ‘too alarming’.
With Saga of the Swamp Thing
effectively the last in the line of DC’s
supernatural titles (House of Mystery’s
long run had finally reached an end after
321 issues) the omens didn’t look good.
Neither of the new artists were satisfied
with the direction of the title, and Pasko
was increasingly interested in work outside
the industry. Totleben recalls Pasko’s final
issue as a rush job, needing to be inked in a
week and a half; Wein was off on holiday
and needed it in quick - if it didn’t make
deadline then low sales decreed that the
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title would probably end up being
cancelled. It’s in such an ‘end of era’
context that Wein (a voracious reader of
any comic he could get his hands on from
around the globe and fully aware of the
waves Moore was making in the UK) had
nothing to lose by picking up that phone,
making that call, and taking a risk.
I just called to say I love you.
Pasko’s final issue was already at the
printers when Moore’s phone rang one
early evening in May 1983. Finding himself
talking to someone claiming to be Len
Wein of DC comics (‘I thought it was
David Lloyd doing a funny voice’) Moore
was informed of the vacancy on Swamp
Thing and asked if he’d like to come up
with anything. There would need to be a
quick turnaround; the next issue was due,
well…now.
Moore’s subsequent 15-page proposal
offered up persuasive arguments for
revamping the book. A major problem
came in the form of the central character
himself; big, green, strong…and otherwise
nondescript (‘Hamlet, covered in snot…
walking around feeling sorry for himself ’
as he’d later state). If rather a harsh
assessment there’s an element of truth to
this; the schlock ‘Fugitive’ template of
forlorn muck-monster being hunted down
whilst seeking justice was far from
satisfying. The book was operating under a
false premise anyway; so Swamp Thing’s
desperate search for his lost humanity
finally gets its happy ending, what then?
End of book?
Moore also knew that as good as Wein
and Wrightson’s early work had been, it
was now outdated. ‘The kids today’ were
exposed to expensive, impressive special
effects in movies much more graphic than
anything ever seen in a comic. The
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competition didn’t end there; television
and an ever-growing home computer
market were as equally demanding on
young peoples time and budgets, and
genre fans in general were lapping up the
‘new horror’ fiction from the likes of
Stephen King, Clive Barker and Ramsey
Campbell.
Only after his initial proposal had been
made (and well received at DC) was
contact made between writer and artists.
Bissette and Totleben were both familiar
with Moore’s work on Warrior and
delighted to find him installed as their new
writer. The first of many lengthy
transatlantic letters were now exchanged,
with Bissette (the real horror aficionado)
particularly keen to make the title scary.
All three luckily found themselves on the
same wavelength with a shared vision of
how the title should progress. Even
Moore’s visual suggestions for how the
character should look (‘…lets do some real
close ups - where you can see the vines, the
leaves, the patches of mould’) hit all the
right notes for two artists who’d despaired
of a dictated visual template that suggested
‘slime’ rather than ‘swamp’. With the
artists finding their own ideas happily
accommodated by their new writer huge
possibilities suddenly opened up; here was
a book that would quickly become an
innovative visual treat, switching
effortlessly from the radiant glow of
burgeoning romance straight into the
deepest, darkest body horror.
The new writer’s debut came
accompanied with no fanfare whatsoever.
Entitled ‘Loose Ends’ for good reason, #20
(dated January 1984) sees the writer
clearing up the previous Pasko storyline.
Mirroring a trick he’d used to great effect
on Captain Britain, Moore strips

everything down to the bare essentials, the
issue ending with a hunted Swamp
Thing/Alec Holland, finally cornered by
the Sunderland Corporation, gunned
down in a hail of bullets, seemingly quite
dead.
Ain’t nobody…
Issue 21 is where a new age really dawns.
Doctor Jason Woodrue (AKA the Floronic
Man, b-list bad-guy to the likes of the
Atom and the Flash) is hired by the head of
the Corporation to undertake an autopsy
on Swamp Thing’s frozen carcass. Opening
up the dead monster reveals a repeated
pattern; lungs, brain, kidneys, heart…all
there…all in place as they should be, yet all
serving no actual purpose. Although
resembling human organs they’re
functionally useless, they don’t (or rather
never did ) ‘work.’ Moore has Woodrue
slowly piece together the evidence and
recount events for what must have been an
increasingly disbelieving readership…
There is Holland…in his laboratory…mere
inches away from the sticks of dynamite
just before they blow. A reflex action sees
him hurtled out into the swamp.
Nobody could survive such a blast. By
the time his body hits the swamp water,
Alec Holland is already dead.
The fetid water, teeming with microorganisms altered by the influx of the
bio-restorative formula, now gets to work.
Plant life with greedy root systems
simultaneously soak up the formula whilst
eating away at his carcass, infected by a
consciousness that hasn’t yet realised it is
no longer alive. Lungs, brain, kidneys,
heart…replicating all the things it
mistakenly believes it will need in order to
survive. Absorbing Holland’s memory,
Swamp Thing is nothing more than a
walking pile of mould, lichen and clotted

weeds infested with a dead man’s
consciousness, a ‘plant with delusions of
grandeur’.
‘The Anatomy Lesson’ would remain
one of the writer’s own personal favourites
with good reason. Moore makes the shift
to the longer US comic-book page count
look effortless, and the pacing is perfect.
It’s also chilling in its execution, as chilling
as the moment of realisation for the
creature’s doomed captor that the body
he’s had mercilessly shot down and frozen
below (and is now slowly thawing) isn’t
actually a man, the sureness in the prose
that dictates ‘…you can’t kill a vegetable by
shooting it in the head.’
With one clean stroke the very raison
d’être of the character is audaciously
redefined. Swamp Thing ‘itself ’ returns to
the Louisiana swampland, puts down
taproots and ‘stops pretending to breathe’.
Catatonic with the shock of its new
discovery, the creature sinks its very
psyche into the land itself, finding solace in
its true nature as a kind of elemental earth
force in complete communion with the
entire planet’s plant life. It’s a switch that
adds infinite power and depth to the
character as well as enabling Green politics
and environmental concerns (not
politically hip until the end of the decade)
to come to the fore. Any ‘horror’ here
comes in the form of surreal dream
sequences; a creature still in mourning for
the loss of ‘his’ wife, the loss of ‘his’
humanity, in full knowledge that ’…this is
the human race, you have to keep running
or you get disqualified’ .
In seeking a ‘love interest’ for the book
(not an easy thing when your main
character is a plant) Moore already had a
prime contender in place. He’d always
liked the character of Abby Cable and now

she would become a central figure, her
shock of white hair visually striking set
against the dominant greens of the swamp.
The breakdown of her own marriage
coincides with brief, tender moments
confiding in a creature she still called Alec,
chilling in the fetid, stinking environs of
the swamp, in awe as she notes his
changing of colour as Autumn approaches.
As both make their first tentative steps into
a romance amongst the flowers and fauna,
husband Matt (still with the baggage of
those psychic powers bestowed by Pasko)
is left literally in the dark, ever more
unstable and descending into a downward
spiral towards the tragedy soon to come.
Whether those serene, quieter moments
with Abby and creature or the darker
horror of Matt’s descent, Bissette and
Totleben's art always manages to rise to the
challenge. Colourist Wood is also the
unsung hero here; her earthy palette
provides the perfect murky wash for a
book that would somehow always seem
suited to old school comic book newsprint.
The father of two young children by
1984, Moore believed the world being left
behind for the next generation was already
a hostile and frightening place. His scripts
on Saga of the Swamp Thing refuse to
compromise on the fact, feeling he owed it
to the readership to show the darker edges
of life. Future issues would deal with drug
use, gun control, racism and pollution, yet
he wasn’t alone on his mission, with
Bissette and Totleben the de facto coplotters on an excellent early storyline
surrounding autistic children. Both men
were also behind the cheeky cameo for one
particular character with a big future; huge
fans of pop music combo the Police, a
lookalike of lead singer Sting made a brief
one panel appearance around this time, an
event later retconned as the first actual

appearance of future character John
Constantine.
All vestiges of the past were beginning
to be stripped away by #25, with Yeates
also now passing the baton of cover artist
to the regular team. The same issue saw
Wein moving on also, a shift that could
easily have seen early momentum lost.
Luckily for everyone concerned Wein’s
replacement came in the form of Karen
Berger, former assistant to DC editor Paul
Levitz. Through Berger the ideal working
scenario for the creative team became set DC, somewhat taken aback by the depth
and quality of the work coming through
(and the rising sales) pretty much left the
creative team to it, the only shift coming
from a PR department now very keen to
promote a title they’d hitherto neglected.
The promotion was reflected by
increased coverage in the fan press, with
the high profile Comics Journal declaring
an entire edition ‘the Swamp Thing Issue’,
paying tribute to the books ‘smart horror’
before printing extensive separate
interviews with all three main creators.
Bissette revealed that the collaboration
seemed to be working despite the long
distances involved and the fact that they’d
yet to meet or even speak to their writer on
the phone. Totleben, still the huge Swamp
Thing fan, seemed to be revelling in the
fact that the character was now much
more than just a slimy green man with a
flat face. After interviewer Mark Burby
opens with the admission that he knows
nothing about him, Moore skips over the
briefest of resumes of his past before trying
to articulate his hopes for the future. He
bemoaned the current ‘…humour books
that don’t make me laugh, adventure
books that don’t excite me, horror books
that don’t scare me in the slightest.’ In
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contrast, Swamp Thing would continue to
strive for real human resonance with ‘…
some moments of genuine unease.’
Who’s gonna drive you home tonight?
That selfsame issue of the Journal
contained a late news item on events that
seemed to make good on the promise. As
editor, Berger had asked Moore if he’d
hold back on one storyline already in the
bag (‘the Nukeface Papers’) and further
explore the burgeoning relationship
between Swamp Thing and Abby first. The
need to suddenly come up with something
in just three days was the type of challenge
the writer thrived on, but no one could
have imagined that the resultant storyline
(and what Moore himself admitted was a
‘very scary little story’) would have the
effect it did.
Dated October 1984, Saga of the Swamp
Thing #29 is both subtle in the slow
unveiling of its horror yet suffocating from
the onset. After an opening showcasing
the devastation and intrusion into Abby’s
home (and the obvious trauma she’s in,
bleeding, hurt and curled up on the
kitchen floor) the reader can’t help but
remain uneasy as the storyline settles into
its gentle flashback, sharing in the playful
banter as Abby is driven home by Matt.
There’s the added disquiet of insects…
they’re everywhere, infiltrating even the
creators credit caption. A remarkable
double page spread of festering corpses
homing in for the attack (at the precise
moment a monstrosity of a more familial
kind is revealed) had, in itself, given the
censors initial pause for thought. Then,
upon closer reading of the text, the
revelation of the storylines covert theme of
incest (insects) proved one step too far.
The Comics Code Authority (CCA) had
been the industry’s self-imposed regulator
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for exactly thirty years, created to save it
from the reactionary forces sweeping
1950’s America and a government and
press rife with anti-communist paranoia.
Anything seen to undermine homegrown
American values became fair game, and
the comics industry soon came under fire
from those seeking blame for the rising
levels of juvenile delinquency. Fredric
Wertham's infamous publication
Seduction Of The Innocent portrayed an
industry that was morally bankrupt,
purveyors of gratuitous violence, horror
and (infamously in a case study on Batman
and Robin) the promotion of
homosexuality. Displayed prominently on
every mainstream comic book cover from
1954 onwards, the CCA’s seal of approval
sought to placate the anxious parents of
Middle America, proof that little Johnny
wasn’t about to turn into a slavering
communist murderer after returning home
clutching the latest copy of Superman’s Pal
Jimmy Olsen.
Even with restrictions eased slightly in
the early 1970’s (resulting in a slew of
horror titles from both Marvel and DC enter Swamp Thing and a host of other
monsters, vampires and grotesqueries)
many remained in place. In 1984 the title
still found itself competing against wider
forms of horror from within an industry
that dictated ‘…all lurid, unsavoury,
gruesome illustration will be eliminated’.
It was inevitable that swords would be
drawn. According to the Journal, once the
Code’s objections to #29 were raised and
the seal refused, Moore and Bissette
informed DC that the issue should be
printed unaltered anyway. With Bissette
and Totleben both refusing to
countenance suggested diversions from
Moore’s original script, Berger stepped in

and crucially backed her creators. DC sent
the issue out, unaltered, without the
Code’s seal.
Love and Death remains shocking,
visceral and moving to this day, and as
such is exactly what you want from a
horror comic, yet hindsight marks it as a
much more important milestone. Only
one further issue of the title (the next,
already submitted for approval) would
carry the Code’s seal. There’d been
examples of briefly bypassing the CCA in
the past, but Saga of the Swamp Thing
now became the first mainstream title
continually sold on newsstands without
CCA approval since its inception. Under
the new added byline ‘Sophisticated
Suspense’, the title was now free to explore
darker avenues, and if the creators
appeared conciliatory in public (Moore:
‘I’m looking forward to it, it should give us
the opportunity to do some interesting
stuff ’) privately all three must have felt
justifiably proud and vindicated.
‘Cause baby, you could drag me to hell and
back…just as long as we’re together.
If attracting an ever-growing horror
fanbase, the general comic book
readership were still catered for, and from
the beginning Moore was determined that
the supernatural world of Swamp Thing
not be shut off from the wider DC
Universe. An early cameo from the Justice
League of America shows that that wider
Universe would have to adapt to his new
environ however; the JLA are seen as
dark, shadowy figures, ‘over people’
observing events from on high, a
refreshing twist to characters familiar to
millions for decades (Wein had needed to
use diplomacy to defuse a potential fall out
at the time; Bissette was dead set against
the inclusion of ‘a bunch of superheroes’,

with Wein informing the artist he himself
had insisted on their inclusion when it had
been Moore’s idea all along). The fresh
treatment of the JLA only added to the
allure of the host book, as did a later
cameo from DC horror anthology hosts
Cain and Abel. However the most
satisfying foray into that wider DC
Universe perhaps came in the remarkable
‘Down Amongst the Dead Men’ from
Swamp Thing Annual #2. Following on
from the harrowing events of ‘Love and
Death’ , Swamp Thing descends into the
depths of a dark netherworld to rescue
Abby’s soul. A host of DC’s supernatural
characters are unveiled to aid the creature
on it’s journey, and the characterisations of
Deadman, the Phantom Stranger and the
Spectre (as well as a swift return for Jack
Kirby’s character, the Demon (‘Demon,
how could God…allow such a place?’ ) all
work superbly, adding depth to each.
Such dark themes had often been
counterbalanced by those brief, tranquil
moments where the burgeoning sexual
tension between Abby and the swamp
creature was nurtured. Now, after having
quite literally gone to Hell to save her,
events would reach the most natural of
unnatural conclusions. Rite of Spring
(Swamp Thing #34) is another amazing
issue, the painted cover depicting the two
central characters’ warm embrace offering
only a hint of what’s to come. Once both
admit their feelings for each another, the
creature seeks ’some form of communion’,
a consummation of a love that’s taken root
over time. Swamp Thing quite literally
offers itself to Abby, presenting an edible
tuber which once digested bends her
reality, sending her on some shared
psychedelic trip into its own mind and
consciousness. All beautifully and
poetically rendered in image and text,

Abby feels what it feels, sees what it sees,
becoming completely at one with the plant
life of the planet. Yes, the earth literally
does move here, with the reader even
forced to turn the comic itself on its side to
share in the same orgasmic trip, before
finally reverting back as everything fades
into post-coital slumber (‘…does this
mean…we’re going out?’). A world away
from the dark horror that became
exclusively associated with the title, Rite of
Spring offered up its own small slice of
comics history, radical when fashioned in
1984 (publication cover dates were always
a few months ahead) and remaining so to
this day. It proves that even a moving,
poetic sex act between different natural
kingdoms wasn’t beyond this particular
creative team. It’s also something that only
the medium of comics, when placed in the
right hands, could ever hope to achieve.
We’ll always be together…together in
electric dreams
Around this time, one well known US
comic writer confided to journalist Kim
Thompson ‘…thank God Alan is a weak
plotter, otherwise we’d all have to get
together and kill him’. Both a back-handed
compliment and seemingly jealous jibe,
the anonymous hack was completely
missing the point. In a short space of time
Moore had proven he’d no interest in the
action-break-action formula that had
dogged mainstream US comics for years. If
a storyline demanded an issue-long
psychosexual encounter in a bog amongst
the mud and flies, with no plot
whatsoever, then fine. He knew he had the
capacity to pull it off, and crucially he
knew he had the artists capable of
delivering on it: ‘One of the things that I
was proudest of with Swamp Thing was
how relentlessly experimental it was,’ he’d

say looking back, ‘…we tried something
new with every issue, and I was lucky
enough to be working with two brilliant
artists who became close personal friends.’
The title would go on to become one of
the most revered and best selling of it’s
day, winning awards and bringing in an
original readership of around 17,000 up
towards 100,000. It marks the moment
when a whole industry makes a giant leap
forward away from the shackles of the
past, enabling later books such as
Hellblazer and Sandman to step into the
spaces it opened up. Editor Karen Berger
would have much involvement in all this,
actively seeking out other UK creators
such as Jamie Delano, Neil Gaiman and
Peter Milligan and ‘finding their sensibility
and point of view to be refreshingly
different, edgier and smarter’. It’s right
here that the groundwork for the founding
of the Vertigo imprint begins.
Yet somehow, despite everything,
Swamp Thing is often overlooked. Moore’s
own acclaimed oeuvre probably has a lot
to do with this, yet it’s easy to forget that in
1984 comics were still seen almost
exclusively in juvenile terms. Swamp Thing
was an early shot across the bows, a
warning that in comics, anything is
possible.
If you’ve yet to stumble across this gem
of a book, if you’re looking to be moved,
horrified and swept off your feet, go treat
yourself. Even if you’re one of the many for
whom it’s merely ‘been a while’, why not
go pay some old friends a visit?
Either way, just come on in, the
(swamp) water’s fine.
AUTHOR:
PETER GOULDSON
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In 1984, four anthropomorphic amphibian characters named after famous Italian Renaissance
artists appeared in comics for the very first time. Leonardo, Michelangelo, Donatello, and
Raphael lived in the sewers of New York, were trained by their anthropomorphic rat sensei,
Splinter, in the Japanese martial art of Ninjutsu, battled gangs, villains, robots, and aliens, all while
staying hidden from the world. They didn’t say Cowabunga, they didn’t eat pizza, and they were
about to take over the world. They were, of course, the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles!

B

ut back in 1984 most people
had no idea about the Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles and
certainly had no idea about just how big a
deal they would be – including their
creators, Kevin Eastman and Peter Laird.
Everything began in the overimaginative imaginations of those two
underemployed art school graduates
based out of New Hampshire - Eastman
and Laird. One fateful night, they'd
gotten together and had, just for a joke,
sketched out their own versions of turtles
dressed up as ninjas and then
collaborated and made a joint group shot
of four Ninja Turtles. Sometimes that’s all
it takes to create something incredible
and that simple sketch was the moment a
multi-million dollar idea came to life.
First concept sketch of all four Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles from 1983 by Kevin
Eastman (pencils) and Peter Laird
(inker). The sketch sold for $71,700 in
May 2012.

With that first sketch done, Eastman
and Laird took the creative bull by the
horns and decided to do a full comic
about their quartet of ninja turtles. It was
a ridiculous idea of course, there was no
hope of success, and the pair knew it. But
they were young, they were full of the
white-hot heat of creation that only
youth can bring, so of course, they just
blazed ahead with it all, with absolutely
no expectation of anything beyond
making that first TMNT comic.
To get things up and running, the pair
pooled what little cash they had; a tax
refund check from Eastman, a few
savings from Laird, along with $1,300
borrowed from Eastman's uncle. They
printed just 3,000 copies of that first
issue, published under the Mirage
Studios name (chosen since the whole
idea of them having a studio or publisher
was just that – a Mirage). It was 40-pages
long, printed in black and white through
economic necessity rather than choice,

and had an iconic two-colour cover that
just stood out (in the style of Frank
Miller’s Ronin). Written, drawn, lettered,
published by Eastman and Laird, the
comic premiered at the Portsmouth
(USA) comic book convention on May 5,
1984.
They were smart enough to advertise
in the comics press and that brought
distributors calling after comic shops and
comic buyers were asking about the
comic. The rest, as they say, is history.
There really was nothing like it on the
shelves and within just three weeks of
release, they'd burned through that initial
print run of 3,000, then the second
printing of 6,000 copies. They were the
comic everyone was talking about and,
with that word of mouth, the print run
for each subsequent TMNT issue grew
and grew – hitting a peak of 135,000
copies for issue #8 in 1986.
Never in their wildest dreams had they
imagined anything like this. They’d gone
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into it expecting that first issue to be the
only issue, and happy to have just
published that one comic.
"How do we feel about it? We are
freaked out, blown away, dumbstruck,
awed, frightened, and flattered, among
other things."
"It was precisely one year ago that we
were getting the first run of Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles #1's back from our
printer. One year - and the comic book
we were afraid would sit around our
living room in unsold boxes upon boxes
is now being sold for approximately what
a Conan #1 would go for. Believe me this really blows our minds!"
PETER LAIRD 1985- One year after
publishing issue 1 of TMNT.
Just the sales of the comics in the early
days made a lot of money, although of
course it was nothing to what would
come in time. But it was certainly enough
to get comics readers, shops, and
speculators very interested in those the
ridiculously scarce, ridiculously in
demand early issues – and that led to a
few years in the ‘80s known as the black
and white explosion. There were
hundreds of different black and white
comics coming out, desperate to cash in
on the success of the TMNT. The shelves
were awash with titles such as Adolescent
Radioactive Black Belt Hamsters, Adult
Thermonuclear Samurai Elephants, Preteen Dirty-Gene Kung-Fu Kangeroos,
and Mildly Microwaved Pre-Pubescent
Kung Fu Gophers – essentially any comic
with the title adjective-adjectiveadjective-noun seemed to sell. Some
were good, most decidedly not at all. But
as the print runs of the TMNT issues
skyrocketed, other publishers jumped on
the bandwagon, some of them selling
first issues with a 100,000+ copy print
run.
According to the trade paper Comic
Buyer's Guide, there were just 10
independent publishers in early 1984 - by
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These copyists were
quickly knocked
out, lacked the
obvious quality of
Eastman and
Laird's creations,
and were obvious
shallow copies of
the original.

the end of 1987, there were 170. And no,
very few of them lasted the end of the
decade. These copyists were quickly
knocked out, lacked the obvious quality
of Eastman and Laird's creations, and
were obvious shallow copies of the
original. Of course, like any boom, there
came the inevitable bust, with hundreds
of pale imitations of the original TMNT
left on the shelves as sales dried up. The
black and white explosion the comic had
caused ended as swiftly as it began but
the Turtles survived, as all great originals
tend to.
Looking back at the first couple of
issues, they really are a roughly put
together affair – and absolutely full of
things going on. Just in the first issue we
get the Turtles introduction, their first
big fight, we meet Splinter and Shredder
and hear their origin stories, along with
the rather familiar sounding origin of the
Turtles themselves, there’s a climactic
rooftop battle and the final victory of the
Turtles as Shredder fell to his death. And
as for that familiar origin of the Turtles –

it’s effectively the origin of Marvel
Comics Daredevil, with the same
radioactive gunk that blinded Matt
Murdock and gave him his powers
instead bouncing off his head, and
knocking a fishbowl of four turtles into
the sewer, covered in the radioactive stuff
and already mutating.
There’s plenty in here that’s been lifted
from other works of course – but then
again Eastman and Laird have never been
shy about playing on their influences. So
you’ll see Frank Miller’s work on Ronin
and Daredevil very high in the mix here,
with the cover to issue one obviously a
straight stylistic lift from Ronin, but
there’s a huge amount of Jack Kirby in
here as well, particularly with some of
the dynamic set pieces throughout.
Eastman and Laird took from
everywhere. But their influences fell
further than simple superheroes,
including aspects of Richard Corben and
others they'd no doubt seen in the pages
of Heavy Metal since its launch in 1977.
Artistically, it was all very rough, it was
raw, all rather shockingly sharp and
angular in style. And it was dark - in tone
and in artistic style - muddy even.
Eastman & Laird were certainly not
holding back on the grayscale tones - it's
everywhere, all the textures, all the time,
everywhere they could get it, thrown at
anything and everything on the page. In
fact, Peter Laird later redid the toning, to
soften things. And then there’s the
recoloured versions, most recently
collected in TMNT color classics from
IDW in 2018. However, there’s a real
joyous freshness in those first Eastman
and Laird black and white versions.
All through the first Eastman and Laird
issues, it’s all done amazingly fast, each
issue absolutely packed with stuff
happening, the creators going all over the
place with their storylines. The Turtles
fight gangs, we get the origins, meet,
fight, and kill Shredder, meet April, save

the city from the Mouser robot takeover
of the sewers, meet Casey Jones, fight
Casey Jones, befriend Casey Jones,
discover an alien plot in the middle of the
city that’s linked right into the Turtle’s
origins, head off into space to deal with
aliens and robots, and get a bit of
saccharine Christmas stuff going on –
and all that in just the first couple of years
of TMNT – with seven issues of the main
title and the Michaelangelo one-off
comic, (complete with the misspelling of
the artist’s name.)
There is a sense that it’s all being
thrown together in a haphazard, slapdash
fashion - Eastman and Laird just doing
whatever the hell they fancied, with little
thought to a longer storyline at all. And
that was pretty much the case – after all,
they were totally convinced this wasn’t
going to last and the first few issues really
were put together on the fly.
Everything had been built on just the
creative drive of the two men, a few
thousand (borrowed) bucks, and your
good old-fashioned wing and a prayer.
But the thing is, as we all know, the wing
and a prayer worked.
What you definitely get in these
earliest comics is the sheer white-hot
creativity, the sense of two young guys
who are doing something they love and
are amazed to discover they're not alone
and there's enough people loving the
work to mean they can keep making it.
Not that that's what happened of course.
Success here meant money,
responsibility, merchandising (oh so
much merchandising), cartoons, movies,
toys, lunchboxes, all of it diluting the
ideas that Eastman and Laird had to
begin with – the simple idea of four Ninja
Turtles.
Between 1984 and 1986, Eastman and
Laird were involved in making the comic,
getting roughly an issue out every
three/four months. But the success of the
TMNT brought out the marketing and

Eastman and Laird
found more and
more of their
valuable time
spent dealing with
overseeing the
brand and less and
less time spent
making the comics.
licensing folks out of the woodwork,
leading to a tsunami of Turtles related
product appearing from 1986 onwards,
with the most important moment
coming with the cartoon series debuting
in 1987. Just three/four years from the
first issue, Eastman and Laird found
more and more of their valuable time
spent dealing with overseeing the brand
and less and less time spent making the
comics. To fill the publishing gaps in the
year where there was no TMNT title,
Eastman and Laird began a second
TMNT series in 1987, Tales of the
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, written
by Laird and Eastman, but drawn by Jim
Lawson (pencils) and Ryan Brown
(inks). And that’s how things continued,
more TMNT comics with more and
more names involved – and less and less
from Eastman and Laird – a long way
from where it had all started. Yes, there
were some great Turtles comics, there
still are, but that sense of this being a
two-man show had gone by now.
From this point on, Eastman and
Laird's Turtles became other peoples'
Turtles. Very quickly, the Turtles went

mainstream and global. The toys took off,
the cartoon took off and suddenly, you
couldn't turn around without seeing
those four green faces coming at you on a
tsunami of merchandising. The future
was very green.
Eastman and Laird made their
fortunes their simple creation. Eastman
went on to spend millions of dollars on
his publishing empire, Tundra, Heavy
Metal, and a rather lavish lifestyle. Laird
stuck with making comics and created
the charitable Xeric Foundation in 1992.
The two drifted apart, those classic
creative differences, with Laird noting
that they'd had little contact since 1993 Eastman in California, Laird in
Massachusetts. It all ended in June, 2000,
when Laird and Mirage bought out
Eastman's share of the ownership of
TMNT, a deal completed in 2008.
Kevin Eastman and Peter Laird did
that once in a generation thing and
created something that tapped into some
cultural zeitgeist, something unique and
wonderfully of its time. It may have
become a global marketing phenomenon
but, at the heart of it all, the thing that
meant it stood out from that deluge of
imitators and competitors was that
Eastman and Laird produced a bloody
good action adventure comic that played
heavily on the Japanese origins of the
Ninja, ignored the ridiculousness of it all,
and gave us a perfectly put together
comic where we were invested in the odd
characters and thrilled to their dark,
violent, action-packed adventures. That’s
why the Turtles comics will always stand
on their own, long after that last
lunchbox or duvet cover has gone off to
landfill.
AUTHOR:
RICHARD BRUTON
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SUPERGIRL

The sequel to Wonder Woman starring Gal Gadot
is set in 1984. In that year there was only one
female superhero at the box office

T

he year was 1984 and Warner
Bros. had released three
successful Superman movies
starring Christopher Reeve. The three
films had an impressive collective box
office, earning $590m internationally.
Even though Superman III didn’t do as
well as its two predecessors, it still made
$100m, which in 1983 was pretty
amazing.
Supergirl starring Helen Slater as Kara
Zor-El lives in an isolated Kryptonian
community named Argo City, in a
pocket of trans-dimensional space. A
man named Zaltar enables Kara to see a
unique and immensely powerful item
known as the Omegahedron, which he
has borrowed without the knowledge of
the city government, and which powers
the city. However, after a mishap, the
Omegahedron is blown out into space.
After overhearing the wariness of her
parents, Kara follows it to Earth
(undergoing a transformation into
"Supergirl" in the process) in an effort to
recover it and save the city.
The film also featured Marc McClure
reprising his role as Jimmy Olsen from
the Reeve Superman films and also
starred Faye Dunaway as its main villain
Selena, Peter O’Toole as Zaltar and had a
slightly bizarre cameo with Peter Cook
as Nigel. Filming took place at Pinewood
Studios just west of London in the
summer and autumn of 1983. Originally,
the filmmakers wanted to cast Dolly
Parton as its villain but Swarc wasn’t
keen on that which is why Dunaway
ended up in the film.

The genesis of the film goes back to
1978 when Alexander Salkind and his
son Ilya acquired the rights to Supergirl
at the same time they got the rights to
Superman, planning a spin-off in case
any sequels to the main film didn’t
happen. They attempted to retain the
services of Richard Lester, director of
Superman III and who came on board
after they dismissed Superman II’s
original director Richard Donner. But
the final director was Frenchman
Jeannot Swarc. Here he talked about
how he came on board from an
interview he did back in 1999 with
Digital Cinema: “Okay – I had just
completed Somewhere In Time and
Enigma, which are probably my two best

I think I graduated
in June, and I
auditioned
for Supergirl in
October and I got the
part by November,
early December.
I screen tested in
London and was on a
plane in December...

pictures, I was in L.A. when suddenly –
out of the blue I get a call from a guy
who introduces himself as Timothy
Burell who starts talking to me about
Supergirl and the Salkinds. But it was so
different from what I had been doing
that I said, “I think you’ve made a
mistake you’ve got the wrong guy.” He
said, “No, no and he read back to me my
credits. To make a long story short, they
flew me over to London and I met the
original writer and Ilya and I met
Timothy Burell and the incredible team
they had. They had David Lane, Roy
Shields, Derek Meddings. I liked
everyone and the atmosphere. I got
along very well with Pierre Spangler and
Ilya. I also liked the script. First what I
liked about it was the challenge of
coming up with the first Super heroine
because no one had ever done that. I also
like the whole Wizard of Oz element to
the story,” he revealed.
He recalled how revolutionary their
approach was to creating the flying
effects in the film, he said in the same
interview: “I remember I changed the
way they had previously done the flying.
(On Superman I, II & III) They were
very much in love with this guy who had
worked on Superman, but I felt that
what we wanted to do the image quality
was not sharp enough. It looked too
fuzzy. The whole system relied on being
able to use zooms and I don’t like zooms.
I wanted to achieve a more graceful
flying style. So we started from scratch
and turned out to be very revolutionary
for the time. There was a lot of
experimenting and patens involved – it
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was very complicated. But we finally
came up with a new system. We had very
precise storyboards and think that was
very effective. I know that when Sidney
Furie was going to do Superman IV: The
Quest For Peace he called Dick Donner
(director of Superman: The Movie) for
advice who told him to talk to me
because he thought the flying in
Supergirl was unbelievable.”
In an interview she did for SyFy Wire
back in 2015, Helen Slater recalled just
how quickly she was cast for the film:"I
think I graduated in June, and I
auditioned for Supergirl in October and I
got the part by November, early
December. I screen tested in London
and was on a plane in
December [laughs]."
For her, being cast in Supergirl was a
massive deal: "It definitely was a huge
deal," she said. "I don't know what
to compare it to because it was the first
thing I'd ever gone for. But I know that
they were looking everywhere for her. It
was definitely the biggest moment of my
life for sure.”
Physically, Slater had to get a lot fitter
for the role as she remembered in the
same interview.
"When I got the part, I was barely 115
pounds. I had to go through four months
of just bodybuilding. ... It was [with] the
same coach Chris Reeve had," she
recalled. "It was a very regimented fourmonth program. Running and weights,
Monday, Wednesday, Friday,
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Do you know how
much time we spent
on just the concept
of that scene alone?
Weeks! Nobody
knew how to do it.

with Tuesday and Thursday swimming.
It was very intense training."
Slater even got to work with the late
legend Peter O’Toole and this was an
incredible experience for her, she
remembered in the same chat. "He was
such a special, passionate, lit-up actor.
He worked at the Royal Shakespeare
Company. He had me do Shakespeare for
him. He was just a very big personality. I
do treasure that I got that experience at
such a young age."
For casting the film, Swarc recalled in
the same Digital Cinema interview that
they set up a massive search to find their
Supergirl:“That was an enormous
problem. Lynn Stalmaster (casting
agent) made a world- wide search. I told
him not to look only for actresses
because we needed someone willing to

under go an enormous physical program.
There was a lot of training. We needed
somebody who wasn’t going to be a
wimp. She had to work 3-4 hours a day
in the gym. Plus she needed to cope with
all the elements of how we would make
her fly. At the same time we didn’t want
a girl with big muscles. She needed to be
athletic but still have grace. That’s why I
suggested to look for someone who
knew ballet. She need to have some
camera experience to understand the
seriousness of the shoot and not go
boogie every night. We looked, and
looked. I met tons of girls. I remember
one of the girls was Demi Moore. She
was very young and had a great voice. I
wanted to use her for the room mate.”
The scene threw up a number of
challenges for the filmmakers but one
scene in particular was the toughest for
them, Swarz reminisced. “The aerial
ballet was very difficult. Remember
when she flies out of the water? Do you
know how much time we spent on just
the concept of that scene alone? Weeks!
Nobody knew how to do it. A simple
thing like that. It couldn’t be done in
reverse slow motion because of the
gravity of the drops of water. We
discussed the principal, if she’s wet we’ll
see it because of her hair. So we thought
about putting her in plastic bubble under
water but then we didn’t know how we
would get rid of the bubble. You know
how we did it eventually?”
They came up with an ingenious
solution.

“[our director of photography] Alan
Hume came up with the idea. It was
brilliant. We took a photograph of her
standing. Then we blew up the
photograph and mounted it on wood
and coated it with a water repellent
surface. Then we pulled the whole thing
out of the water.”
There were plans for Supergirl to
become a franchise but it didn’t do as
well as they’d hoped, Slater confirmed.
"Originally, it was supposed to be for
three [Supergirl] movies. That was what
my contract was for, but they only made
one, because it didn't take off like they
had hoped."
The film cost $35m but it only made a
disappointing $14m at the international
box office. It took 32 years for the
character to make a reappearance with
Melissa Benoit in CW’s TV show of the
same name. Reeve appeared as
Superman one last time in Superman:
The Quest For Peace in 1987 which was
the first Man of Steel film in the 1980s
not to have the involvement of the
Salkinds.
It was partly because the studio
expected the film to be more like
Superman but Swarc pointed out that it
was always going to be a very different
beast:
“They wanted Superman! See I kept
telling them, it was a problem from day
one not only from the studio but I think
from the audience as well. Someone

Supergirl is a strange
film but not without
its charms. Slater
does make a likeable
Maid of Steel but it
lacks the finesse and
the aficionado’s
touches that the first
two Reeve Superman
films possess.
missed the boat in terms of marketing
and selling the picture. I kept saying to
everyone, ‘What do you want?
Superman in drag!’ But that’s not what
we’re doing! They wanted Superman in a
skirt.”
Interestingly even though it is
considered as canon with the Reeve and
Routh films, Supergirl is not included in
any of the Superman DVD or Blu-Ray
box sets. The last word here goes to
legendary film critic Roger Ebert who
had this to say about the movie:

the producers of the "Superman" movies
have forgotten, if they ever consciously
knew it, the real secret of the movies.
We do not go to "Superman" and
"Supergirl" movies to laugh
condescendingly at the characters
(which is what the writers, directors,
and even some of the actors have started
to do). We go to recapture some of the
lost innocence of the whole notion of
superheroes. The gift of Christopher
Reeve, in his best scenes and when the
filmmakers allow it, is to play Superman
without laughing, to take him seriously
so that we can have some innocent
escapist fun. Helen Slater has the same
gift, but is given even less chance to
exercise it in Supergirl, and the result is
an unhappy, unfunny, unexciting movie.
Why even go to the trouble of making a
movie that feels like it's laughing at
itself?”
Supergirl is a strange film but not
without its charms. Slater does make a
likeable Maid of Steel but it lacks the
finesse and the aficionado’s touches that
the first two Reeve Superman films
possess. Slater got to return to play in
this world one more time as Supergirl’s
adoptive mother in the CW series.
AUTHOR:
JOEL MEADOWS

“The appearance of Supergirl, so soon
after "Superman III, is an indication that
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ARNIE ROTH
A Hero to All

A

rnie Roth was first introduced
to Marvel readers as Steve
Rogers’ childhood friend in
Captain America #270 (1982). Arnie had
been something of a hero to sickly Steve
Rogers when the two boys grew up
together in 1930s Brooklyn, defending
him from bullies and treating him like
family, and he soon became a regular
member of Captain America’s cast. In
1984, Arnie made history when writer
J.M. DeMatteis confirms his sexuality on
page, and Arnie Roth became the first
openly gay character in a mainstream
superhero comic.
In 1982, Steve was living in Brooklyn
and working as an artist in an attempt to
have something of a normal life, and
contending with the typical superhero
difficulties of a double identity,
compounded by his lack of roots in the
modern world. His two social circles, one
consisting of his neighbours and
girlfriend who saw him as fuddy-duddy
Steve Rogers, and the other of
superheroes who viewed him as Captain
America, rarely crossed over. Arnie’s
sudden appearance in the 1980s was a
shock for Steve Rogers. Arnie had visibly
lived through all the decades since their
last meeting, but Steve, frozen in ice for
decades and literally the pinnacle of
human perfection, still looked much as
he had at their last meeting in the 1940s.
The comic was quite deliberate in
emphasizing visible difference in age
between two men who had played
together as boys, underlining Steve’s
disconnection from the world of his
childhood, even as he struggled to fit into
the modern world into which he had
awoken. Even as Arnie highlighted these
problems, however, he became the
answer to many of them. Despite a rather
bumpy reunion which included

kidnapping, betrayal, and the near death
of Arnie’s roommate Michael, Arnie
quickly became a positive presence in
Steve’s life. He had known Steve before
he became a superhero, was aware of his
activities as Captain America, and fit
easily into his civilian life. Although Steve
was now the strong one, protecting Arnie
and Michael from villainous threats,
Arnie in many ways resumed his position
in Steve’s life as a refuge.
As well as filling an empty role in
Steve’s life, Arnie filled an empty hole in
Captain America’s line up. Ever since
Captain America had appeared in
modern Marvel Comics, his comic’s
creators had had to grapple with the fact
that despite being a symbol of America,
there were many parts of America which,
as a straight white cis man, Steve Rogers
did not represent. This only became
more apparent as Marvel’s comics
became more diverse, and deliberately

Arnie made history
when writer J.M.
DeMatteis confirms
his sexuality on page,
and Arnie Roth
became the first
openly gay character
in a mainstream
superhero comic...

confronted issues such as racism and
sexism. One way in which this was
mitigated was by representing other
Americans in Captain America’s
supporting cast. Steve Rogers introduced
Marvel’s first black superhero, T’Challa,
to the Avengers as his replacement, and
had a black man, Sam Wilson, aka the
Falcon, as his partner. His comic also
featured Marvel’s first interracial
relationship, between Gabriel Jones and
Peggy Carter, in 1978. His current
girlfriend, Bernie Rosenthal, was a
Jewish law student. Even if Steve Rogers
could not represent all of America,
Captain America could. The queer
community, however, had never been
represented in Marvel’s mainstream
comics, and to J.M. DeMatteis, Captain
America’s writer in the early 1980s, it
seemed only right that the title which
purported to symbolise America be the
first Marvel comic to do so.
Depicting queer characters in
mainstream comics was a complicated
proposition in the 1980s, due not only to
prevailing social opinion, but to the
Comics Code Authority. This was a series
of regulations put in place by mainstream
comics publishers in the 1950s in
response to a campaign by Frederik
Wertham to blame all of society’s ills on
the negative effect which comic books
had on children, much as violent video
games are scapegoated today. His efforts
prompted comics’ publishers to agree to
self-regulate to prevent government
regulation. One of Wertham’s fears had
been that comics which featured strong
male friendships or strong women, such
as Batman or Wonder Woman,
encouraged homosexuality in children,
and so the code also ruled out “illicit sex
relations” and “sexual perversion.” When
openly queer characters did appear in
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mainstream media there was always
financial and social backlash. While no
mainstream comics company had yet
published a queer character when Arnie
first appeared, several comics creators
claim that Marvel’s Editor-In-Chief Jim
Shooter (1982-87), had a “No Gays in The
Marvel Universe” policy, although
DeMatteis is notably not one of these
creators. It was against this cultural
background that Arnie’s sexuality would
be slowly built up, and definitively
confirmed in 1984.
By the time Arnie’s story reached its
climax in Captain America #296, he had
had a rough time within the title’s pages.
He and his roommate Michael had been
targeted by Captain America’s enemies
twice, the second incident resulting in
Michael’s death, and Arnie had now been
kidnapped again, this time by the Red
Skull’s daughter, the villain Mother
Superior. There had been clues pointing
to the fact that Arnie’s relationship with
Michael was romantic since his first
appearance, when Michael was
kidnapped to ensure Arnie’s compliance,
and Arnie described his friendship with
Michael as a replacement for the all the
dates which never worked out. Most
telling was Zeck’s artwork, vividly
displaying the sheer relief on Arnie’s face
as he realised that Michael was alive, and
then embraced him.
DeMatteis & Zeck, Captain America
#270, p. 22.
All of this was still subject to plausible
deniability, however, and readers unused
to seeing queer characters in Marvel’s
pages could easily miss these hints. There
were many moments over the next two
years which might have prompted them
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Steve shouts out
“they can't corrupt
your love for
Michael with their
lies any more than
they can corrupt my
love for Bernie!”...
to realise the truth the about Arnie and
Michael’s relationship: when Arnie fell
apart at Michael’s funeral and explained
that “he was… everything to me”; when
his nightmares about Michael labelled
him Arnie’s “beloved”; or when Steve’s
new sidekick, Jack, hears him mourning
Michael and questions the nature of their
relationship. But Captain America #296 is
when his sexuality is confirmed beyond a
reasonable doubt, even though Captain
America and Arnie, and presumably,
therefore, DeMatteis, are still not able to
use the words “gay” or “homosexual”.
Instead, DeMatteis definitively conforms
Arnie’s sexuality in two ways.
Firstly, a brainwashed Arnie is
presented to Steve and the reader against
the backdrop of a 1930’s Berlin nightclub.
The allusions to the 1972 film Cabaret,
known for its queer themes and
relationships, are inescapable, especially
with Arnie dressed up like the camp
Master of Ceremonies who runs the film’s

titular show. Acknowledging the Nazi
hatred for queer people, Arnie is called a
“pansy”, forced to sing a song insulting
himself for being a “strutting freak” who
“doesn’t know a thing about real, human
love,” and to agree that “men like me”
who are a “menace to society” should be
put in concentration camps. Despite the
lack of a definitive label, the meaning of
his words is too clear to be ignored. Just
in case anyone was inclined to, however,
DeMatteis used Captain America to make
his point. Held back by an invisible wall
and desperate to help his friend, Steve
shouts out “they can't corrupt your love
for Michael with their lies any more than
they can corrupt my love for Bernie!”
Instead of comparing Arnie and Michael’s
relationship to his own friendships with
Sam, or Jack, or even Bucky, Steve
deliberately compares Arnie’s
relationship to his romantic one with
Bernie, cementing Arnie’s sexuality. In
doing do, Marvel’s symbol of America
officially accepted queer relationships as
equal to and as important as straight
ones, and history was made.
Arnie’s creation occurred just as queer
characters were beginning to appear in a
variety of comics, and so his position as
mainstream comics’ first openly gay
character has its exceptions. Marvel
featured openly queer characters in three
of their magazines from 1980-1982,
although as these were not CCA
approved they had a limited audience
and were not officially considered to be
“comics”. Don McGregor featured two
gay men kissing in his mini-series Sabre
(1982) for the smaller publishing
company Eclipse, who emerged after
Arnie and Michael’s first appearance
together but before Arnie’s sexuality was

confirmed, once again outside the CCA.
But Arnie’s creators were portraying him
as a gay man from his first appearance in
1982, and when they confirmed this
definitively in 1984 he became the first
openly gay character to be published in
an official Marvel (or DC) comic, and the
first in a CCA approved publication. The
wide reach and therefore potential
impact which this implies should not be
underestimated.
In his two years in Captain America
Arnie Roth was far more than a queer
man. He was an important link for Steve
to his childhood, and one of the only
people who knew everything about his
life. Although he could no longer protect
Steve from bullies, he played an
important part in Steve’s battle against
evil villains, and he was often the only
one to stand up to Steve when he was
making a mistake. He was a grieving
widower who was unable to tell people
that he had lost the love of his life, but he
refused to allow his losses to stop him
from living. When DeMatteis had Arnie
and Steve confirm Arnie’s sexuality, he
not only confirmed that Captain America
accepted and celebrated queer love, he
acknowledged as a queer man someone
who had been Captain America’s own
hero growing up. In Marvel’s America, at
least the one which DeMatteis was
writing, queer people were valued, and
they could be heroes too.
Arnie’s last great effort to throw off
Mother Superior’s brainwashing was his
last real moment in the comic. He spent
the rest of the story arc comatose, and
left the title shortly after DeMatteis did in
1984. He returned briefly in the 1990s
only for his death to be a footnote to

...Arnie Roth became
a frequent character
in fanfiction which
explored Steve’s
younger years, as a
canonically queer
character from that
period.

Archive of Our Own, the largest
fanfiction archive, most of them written
in the last 5 years. Those with an interest
in LGBT comics characters can find his
story on websites such as The Gay
League which are dedicated to
preserving the queer community’s places
in comics history.
AUTHOR:
HOLLY ROBERTS
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Alien Legion
By Carl Potts, Alan Zelenetz,
Pencils: Frank Cirocco
Inks: Terry Austin
Publisher: Marvel Comics
(Epic Imprint) (USA)
Essentially a Space Foreign Legion
saga, Alien Legion follows the lives,
adventures, and battles of a very
diverse set of alien soldiers, led by
the humanoid/serpentine Sarigar.
Part of Marvel's Epic imprint, it was
an action-packed drama that leaned
heavily into Star Wars of course, but
the whole melting pot of diverse
races came more from the likes of
Valerian & Laureline, something that
made Alien Legion, at least for this
first series, far more interesting than
the simple idea would have you
think.
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Captain Britain in Mighty World
of Marvel #7-16
By Alan Moore & Alan Davis
(#7-13), Alan Davis with Steve Craddock and Mike Collins (#14-16)
Publisher: Marvel (UK)
Moving to MWOM from Daredevils,
this would see the finale to the Moore
and Davis Captain Britain saga. And in
seven short episodes, Moore and Davis
managed to give us a near perfect finale
and a fitting end to one of the very best
superhero sagas. Here we get the return
of the unstoppable killing machine, The
Fury, we see another Earth warped and
twisted into insanity by Mad Jim
Jaspers, and a hero fulfill their destiny,
just not the hero we were expecting. It
all kicks off with perhaps the very best
episode of Moore’s run, ‘The
Candlelight Dialogues’, a low-key
catch-up of all that’s befallen Britain, a
chilling and beautifully done thing.

For the three remaining strips in
MWOM after Moore’s departure, Davis
stepped into the breach, giving us three
short vignettes, serving as a taster of
what was to come with Captain Britain
Monthly and also as a pleasant
grounding of the strip after the epic
adventures of the past. Personally, I still
think ‘Tea & Sympathy’ in MWOM
issue 15 is one of Davis’ finest moments,
crafting a very down to earth and
personal tale that allows the Captain a
moment to reflect and allows the reader
time to catch up with all that’s gone on
since the Jaspers Warp. For a while at
least, the Captain was in good hands.

Halo Jones

By Alan Moore and Ian Gibson
Publisher: IPC Magazines (UK)
Where did she go? OUT.
What did she do? EVERYTHING.
Oh yes, Halo Jones Book 1 began in
2000AD prog 376 and would run to
Prog 385, the story of a wonderful
50th Century everywoman that was
always meant to run to nine books
and tell us the tale of Halo's life. Sadly,
we only got three books in total, but
just those were enough to show us just
how good Moore's grasp of his and
Gibson's heroine could be.
Halo's 18 when we meet her for this
very first time, stuck on 'The Hoop', a
futuristic council estate off America's
East coast. 10 episodes, one day, but a
day to change Halo's life forever - and
set her off on a strange, dark path leaving Earth for good, with just her
robo-dog, Toby, for company. Future
books would have her as a stewardess
on a space liner and, in the dark book
three, serving in a vicious interstellar
war. Across the three books, Halo
Jones became Moore’s first epic, a
saga that would cross galaxies, and a
stunning feminist space opera
adventure.

Judge Dredd City of the Damned

Mage: The Hero Discovered

2000 AD Progs 393-406. Written by John
Wagner and Alan Grant, art by Steve Dillon,
Ian Gibson, Ron Smith and Kim Raymond.
Publisher: IPC Magazines (UK)

By Matt Wagner, inks by Sam Kieth
Publisher - Comico (USA)

Since the beginning of Dredd in
1977, the BIG stories had always
been there, 'The Cursed Earth',
‘Judge Child’, and my favourite
'Block Mania / The Apocalypse War.'
1984 was no different, with the ‘City
of the Damned’ storyline giving us a
glimpse into the future with the very
first bit of time travel in the world of
Dredd.
Sent to 2120 to investigate the
prophecy of Mega-City One’s
destruction, a prophecy that had
already led to the entire Judge Child
epic in 1980, Dredd and Anderson
uncover vampire Judges, a city
devastated, and the clone of Owen
Krysler ( Judge Child). Dredd loses
his eyes (to be replaced by bionics
later) and travels back in time to stop
the Krysler clone - dead. But... did it
work? That was something Wagner
would leave hanging until 1998 when
'In the year 2120' took up the whole
of Prog 1077. Ended early by Wagner
and Grant, they didn’t reckon it was
living up to a Dredd classic, but
readers have said otherwise – classic
Dredd, horrific futures, and so much
beautifully done Steve Dillon
artwork – sure seems classic to me.

15 Issues of discovering the magic
and discovering the hero. But Matt
Wagner's protagonist, Kevin
Matchstick, was an unlikely hero miserable, moody, not exactly what
you expect, and also a stand-in for
Wagner himself. But then he meets
Mirth, the Mage of the title, a wizard
of sorts, troublesome, puck-ish,
never clear with the answers that
Kevin wants.
In the 15 issues of this first series of
a trilogy - the second, The Hero
Defined, finally appeared in 1997 and
the third, The Hero Denied, crept out
in 2017, we revisited an old tale. In
truth, this first part of the trilogy is
the vital part, the one where there's
one great quest of self-discovery,
complete with a magic baseball bat
and a group of friends/ fellow
warriors. The wizard, the leader, the
magical weapon, the ancient evil to
vanquish? Yes, it's exactly what you
think, a modern day retelling of an
old tale of heroes and knights - but
Mage did this particular tale so well,
with Wagner’s art improving all
through, aided and improved in the
later issues by a young Sam Kieth’s
inking.
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Power Pack Issue 1

Mister X

Written and drawn by Louise Simonson,
June Brigman, inks by Bob Wiacek.
Publisher: Marvel Comics

Created by Dean Motter, developed
and designed by Paul Rivoche.
Issues 1-4 by Jaime and Gilbert
Hernandez.
Publisher: Vortex (Canada)

A wonderfully light Marvel Comic,
so far from the darker ideas slowly
working their way into superhero
comics at the time, Power Pack was
fun and well done, harking back to
the earliest eras of superheroes but
managing to deal in mature themes at
the same time. All of this of course
was down to the excellent talents at
the helm - Louise Simonson and June
Brigman.
The Power Family kids - Alex,
Julie, Jack and Katie - get their
powers from a dying alien and go on
to have some fabulous adventures in
the Marvel Universe, adventures that
were exciting, thrilling, and perfect
for kids. Of course, by 1990, the
idiots in charge decided that the
comic, so wonderfully well written
and appealing to all-ages, needed to
get edgier. That lasted all of six
months and the series was cancelled
with issue 62.

Dean Motter had long dreamt of
Radiant City, a gleaming cityscape that
was designed to be a Metropolis-esque
thing of beauty, but the architect's
'psychetecture' designs instead made
the city a madness-inducing place.
Driven mad by his own creation, Mister
X roams the city to repair what he has
wrought, drugs keeping him awake 24hours a day.
Initially, Paul Rivoche was the
intended artist, who produced some
stunning imagery, posters, and amazing
designs. But delay after delay meant the
publisher gave the series to
Jaime and Gilbert Hernandez, who
would write and draw the first four
issues (with writing assists from brother
Mario), creating a beautiful, pulpinspired feel to the book. After quitting
over payments, a familiar refrain when
dealing with Vortex at the time, Motter

stepped in to write the tales of his
creation, with Klaus Schoenenfeld, Paul
Rivoche, Seth, and Rodney Dunn
handling the art until the end of the first
series with issue 14. There would be
plenty more from Radiant City and
Mister X, but these first steps are superb
in their execution and design stunning, beautiful and [ahem],
absolutely radiant.

Driven mad by his own creation, Mister
X roams the city to repair what he has
wrought, drugs keeping him awake
24-hours a day.
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Secret Wars
Written by Jim Shooter, art by Mick Zeck and Bob Layton
Publisher: Marvel Comics (1984)
The idea behind Secret Wars was
simple and came from a desire on
Jim Shooter’s part, then Editor-inChief at Marvel Comics, to get a
similar toy deal with Kenner to that
they had with DC Comics and the
He-Man franchise. The toy people
said they wanted a series of heroes
against villains, so Shooter gave it to
them, creating a hugely successful
series in the process, and also
brought us the first Marvel ‘Event
Series’, something which would
sometimes bring us thrillers but also
would trap superhero comics into a
seemingly endless event cycle.
Yes, Secret Wars was criticised as

juvenile, but it was created as a
juvenile thing, a let’s get all the
heroes and all the villains together
and make them fight – it was every
superhero-loving kid’s dream! The
God-like Beyonder teleported them
all away to Battleworld and, for 12
issues, we saw them fight a lot. It
gave us Spidey’s new black costume
and Venom, it gave us the a new
savage Hulk, saw John Byrne bring in
She-Hulk to replace the Thing in the
FF, and it was all seen immediately in
their own series – with readers
needing to read Secret Wars (and
did!) to find out what the heck just
happened.
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Scream!

Stig's Inferno

Anthology, featuring John Wagner,
Alan Grant, José Ortiz, Alan Moore,
Heinzl, Jesus Redondo, Gerry FinleyDay, Simon Furman, Eric Bradbury.
Publisher: IPC Magazines (UK)

Created By Ty Templeton and Klaus
Schoenefeld, written and drawn
by Ty Templeton
Publisher:Issues 1-5 Vortex (Canada),
Issues 6,7 Eclipse (USA)

Scream! may have only lasted a
scarily short 15 weeks but it did give
us a selection of impressive strips, still
appreciated many years after their first
appearance.
The Dracula File, by Gerry FinleyDay, Furman, and Bradbury, put the
Prince of Darkness into '80s England.
Monster featured a deformed man on
the run from society - think Hulk but
with more murdering - written
initially by Moore (episode one) and
John Wagner going on to write the
rest. But the absolute standout had to
be The Thirteenth Floor by Wagner &
Grant (writing as Ian Holland)
complete with stunning artwork from
Ortiz. The crazed computer Max, a
council estate HAL, took it on itself to
police Maxwell Tower, sending crooks
and ne'er do wells to the 13th Floor
where they'd face madness, torture,
even death - just your everyday tale of
a psychopathic computerised
caretaker. But it’s still a perfect
example of the way Brit comics took
the horror comics of the 50s and
twisted them to a modern, bizarre
new age.

You may never have heard of this
one but trust me, it’s of those comics
where you either laugh or need to
check your pulse. Pretty much the
case with everything Templeton did
that was meant to be funny.
Quite simply, it's hilarious, it's silly,
it's clever, it's full of the sort of
hilarious, silly, clever wordplay you'll
know from anything else of
Templeton's. Looks pretty damn
good as well.
Basically, if you don't get it from
the title, Stig gets killed (piano lid to
the head) and ends up - pantsless - in
hell. That's really all you need to
know. Vortex put out five issues and
then nothing until 1987 with issues
#6 and #7 published by Eclipse. Out
of print for so long it's not funny
(unlike the comic itself ) but there's a
version online at Templetons.com.
Just to check, you did get that it's
funny, right?
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Superman 400
Cover by Howard Chaykin and Frank
Miller. Written by Elliot S Maggin (with
the Steranko chapter written by Steranko)
Art by Joe Orlando, Al Williamson, Frank
Miller, Marshall Rogers, Wendy Pini,
Michael Kaluta, Kelly Alder, Klaus Janson,
Jim Steranko, Brian Bolland, Jack Kirby,
Terry Austin, Walt Simonson, Leonard
Starr, Jack Davis, John Byrne, Bernie
Wrightson, Will Eisner, Steve Ditko,
Mike Grell, Moebius, Bill Sienkiewicz,
Jerry Robinson.
Publisher: DC Comics (USA)
An anniversary issue that takes on
the idea of Superman as myth and runs
with it. Thing is, it runs with it superbly
well, taking the whole idea of those
classic Superman imaginary stories and
asking the reader - 'What if they all
are?’, what if the whole idea of
Superman is as mythological to the
people involved here as the idea of
Zeus, Odin et al are to us today. In
1984, the idea of the whole revisionist
superhero thing was just getting going,
the whole idea of questioning the
fundamentals of the characters was just
around the corner. But here, in an
anniversary special packed with a lot of
very special names, there's a lot of
fascinating stuff going on.

Strange Days

By Peter Milligan, Brett Ewins,
Brendan McCarthy.
Publisher: Eclipse Comics
Three issues of genius and madness as
three Brit comics boys headed off to the
USA with the idea of making comics to
entertain, confuse, bedazzle, and amaze
- which is just what they all carried on
doing for many years to come. Sadly,
we lost Brett Ewins in 2015 but it's
pleasing to know that Messrs Milligan
and McCarthy are making wonderful
comics well into the 2020s.
Strange Days featured the brilliant,
beautiful Freakwave by Milligan and
McCarthy, the ultra-violence of London
2921 in Johnny Nemo by Milligan and
McCarthy, and the superhero
subversion of Paradax by Milligan and
McCarthy - effectively Zenith before
Morrison even thought of it.

Strange Days was one of those comics
that you can't help but remember if you
saw it at the time - hugely influential,
massively referenced, yet almost no-one
bought it - you can think of it as the Brit
comics equivalent of the Sex Pistols gig in
'76 at Manchester Lesser Free Trade Hall.

Three issues of genius and madness as three
Brit comic boys headed off to the USA with
the idea of making comis to entertain,
confuse, bedazzle and amaze.
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Swamp Thing Issue #20 & #21
Written by Alan Moore, covers by Tom
Yeates, colours by Tatjana Woods,
letters by John Costanza.
Issue 20 - 'Loose Ends', art by Dan Day
and John Totleben. Issue 21 - 'The Anatomy Lesson', art by Stephen Bissette
and John Totleben.
Publisher: DC Comics (USA)
Alan Moore's first work for DC
Comics was this revitalisation of
Swamp Thing, beginning with issue
20, 'Loose Ends', very much doing
what the title says, tidying up the
loose ends left over from the 19 issues
written by Martin Pasko.
Things properly begin in issue 21
and the story of ‘The Anatomy
Lesson'. Here, Moore completely
rewrites the very concept of the
character of Swamp Thing. Totally
and utterly rewrites it all. You think
that the Swamp Thing, legendary
muck-monster of the Louisiana
swamps is actually the mutated form
of Dr Alec Holland, scientist after
falling foul of bad guys, an explosion,
and exposure to his own biorestorative formula?
Yeah, so does Alec Holland.
To deconstruct the character so
totally in just one issue was a
staggering moment in comics history,
the moment Alan Moore knocked on
the door of US comics.
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The Tin-Pot Foreign General and
the Old Iron Woman

Valerian & Laureline: Volume
11 - The Ghosts of Inverloch

By Raymond Briggs
Publisher: Hamish Hamilton

By Pierre Christian
and Jean-Claude Mezieres
Publishe: Dargaud (France) (originally
serialised 1983-1984 Pilote Magazine)

Just two years after the Falklands War
between Britain and Argentina, Briggs'
tale doesn't directly reference Margaret
Thatcher, General Galtieri, or the small
islands by name – but there was no
mistaking what he intended, with Briggs
eviscerating the two leaders and their
cavalier attitudes to war in a short,
beautifully horrific book.
The vicious, exaggerated full-colour
caricatures of the Old Iron Woman ("not
real but made of iron") and the General
("not real - made of Tin Pots) contrasts
brutally with the images of the soldiers
("all real men, made of flesh and blood"),
shown in simple pencil sketches with text
describing just how they were killed and
injured. You could feel Briggs' anger on
every single page, every single vicious
caricature, every scathing, damning line
about the cruel realities of war. For those
who merely know him for The
Snowman, this and the nuclear
nightmare of When The Wind Blows will
amaze.

The interstellar epic goes smallscale in this 11th volume, with little
of the action and adventure we'd
come to expect. Effectively V&L
become observers to events, bit
players in their own book here with
Christian very skillfully and carefully
using multiple characters, multiple
locations, across multiple times, to
hark back to the very first V&L
adventure where catastrophe hit
Earth in 1986.
Yet despite it being a quieter
volume than many, it’s still a work of
beautiful art and some particularly
fascinating maneuvering on
Christian’s part to use what has
already gone on in previous
adventures to set up the second part
of the adventure in The Rage of
Hypsis and the radical shift in the
series that that volume brought.

XIII

Zot – Issues #1-10 (Zot in colour)

Created by Jean Van Hamme and
William Vance. Serialised in Spirou and
released in album form by Darguad
Publisher: Darguad (France)

By Scott McCloud
Eclipse Comics (USA)

A badly wounded amnesiac washes
ashore, gifted in martial arts,
weapons proficient, with just a
couple of small clues to his identity;
the XIII tattooed on his shoulder and
a key sewn into his shirt collar. With
barely a moment to rest, his world
explodes in more violence, with his
past slowly unraveled to reveal all
manner of conspiracies at the highest
levels of power.
That's the set up for XIII and yes,
it's very familiar to anyone who read
Ludlum's Bourne Identity in 1980
(Van Hamme acknowledged his debt
to Ludlum early on.)
Van Hamme cemented his position
as a bandes-dessinee master with the
release of XIII, an unashamedly
thrill-packed action thriller of a
comic series. The exuberance of Van
Hamme’s writing and the stunningly
detailed and kinetic art from Vance is
something that makes the 18 Van
Hamme & Vance XIII volumes a
sprint of a read, with Van Hamme
and Vance's protagonist being put
through every brilliant thriller hoop
you (and Van Hamme) can imagine.

Zot was Scott McCloud’s debut, long
before he’d impress us with his
brilliance of Understanding Comics et
al.. 36 issues in total, the first 10 a
glorious full-colour series, an actionand fun-packed exploration of heroism,
reacting against the grim and gritty
things going on in comics at the time.
Obviously heavily influenced by
Tezuka's Astro Boy and other works,
these first 10 issues introduced us to the
strange world of Zot, Zachery T.
Paleozogt, the brightly-dressed hero of
the piece. His world was permanently
1965, although a far more futuristic,
peaceful, gentle, and interesting 1965 of
hover cars and jet packs and where the
mad science villains never quite achieve
their dastardly plans – although the
psychopathic assassin 9-Jack-9 would
be a terrifying exception to that rule.
Zot's world and Earth are connected
by a portal, which is how teenage Jenny

and her friends get to experience Zot's
world, a haven of adventure from their
Earth, our Earth, full of its darkness,
disappointment and all too human
failings, something McCloud would go
on to deal with in issues #11-36, the
black and white ‘Earth Stories’. Of
course, as with anyone's earliest work,
there's a learning curve here, but
McCloud's abilities in these earliest
adventures are still obvious, making
these early Zot issues a sheer delight.
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Scream issue 1 is
released and ends
the same year

Cartoon Art
Museum opens
in San Francisco

The first issue of
Dragon Ball by
Shueisha and Shonen
Jump is released
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Jim Shooter
launches Secret
War, the first
comic crossover

Spider-Man
black costume
appears in
Amazing
Spider-Man
issue 252

1984

interesting facts
about the comics and
characters of 1984

Mister X from Vortex Comics, by the
Hernandez Brothers, starts

Tammy ends with issue
689 and merges with Girl
Steve Ditko is
added to Eagle
Awards Roll of
Honour

What If is
cancelled
by Marvel
Capital
Comics
end.

The final issue of
War Picture
Library, issue
2103, is released
by Fleetway

Jemm Son of Saturn by
Greg Potter, Gene Colan
and Klaus Janson begins
its 12 issue run
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